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About this playbook

This playbook is for programs and organizations seeking to learn more 
effectively. It presents a set of solutions and tools to address common 
learning challenges, drawing on original research and prototyping conducted 
with partners of the Mastercard Foundation Rural and Agricultural Finance 
Learning Lab (RAF LL) in addition to insights from a variety of existing 
published resources. We hope this combination offers a deeper understanding 
of organizational learning challenges and an actionable approach to  
solving them.

Much of the original content was developed in close collaboration with 
program partners in the Mastercard Foundation Rural and Agricultural 
Finance (RAF) portfolio, who recognize the value of learning as a means to 
achieve program objectives and drive a culture of continuous improvement 
within their work, and who have put in time and effort to understand the 
unique challenges and opportunities for learning within their programs. 
Through our research with these partners, as well as a broader review 
of literature on the topics of organizational learning and knowledge 
management, we have recognized that many principles and challenges 
of organizational learning are not unique to the Mastercard Foundation 
portfolio partners. Our hope is that this playbook will have broader use for 
organizations of all types, and particularly those working in the development 
or social impact spaces. 

The RAF LL commissioned this work in response to demand from the 
Mastercard Foundation’s global Strategy & Learning team, and individual 
partners within the RAF portfolio, who collectively identified that challenges 
in learning at the program level were contributing to constraints in knowledge 
sharing, both within the program - between and across field-based teams, 

ABOUT THIS PLAYBOOK

headquartered staff and the rest of the organization - and externally, across 
the Mastercard Foundation ecosystem and beyond. 

To support individual partners to learn better internally, the RAF Learning 
Lab and Dalberg Design embarked on an exercise called the Partner-Led 
Learning Approach (PLLA). Through this effort, we conducted qualitative 
research deep dives with three pilot partners to understand how they learn 
and how knowledge flows across their organizations, what their learning 
challenges and needs are, and what types of interventions and support 
could drive learning improvements. We then conducted a broader review 
to collect anecdotes from additional RAF LL partners, expert advisors, 
and other literature, to contextualise the core body of partner insights 
within a broader knowledge base and established theory on organizational 
learning. These findings were synthesized and distilled into Section 2 of this 
playbook. Finally, in order to ensure the recommendations laid out in this 
playbook are actionable and effective, we developed and piloted learning 
solutions, designed to meet the highest priority needs of our partners. 
These - and many other ideas - are offered up in Section 3 of this playbook. 

Although the intent of these learning solutions is to help organizations 
learn better internally, which helps improve the success of their programs, 
the impact of these solutions can be much broader. Each of the partner 
organizations we’ve worked with operates in complex ecosystems, which 
requires an adaptive and dynamic approach to implementation. Better 
internal learning enables those organizations to consolidate and share 
lessons with other actors within their complex ecosystem, and create 
opportunity for these lessons to improve implementation, and thus impact, 
even more broadly.

https://www.raflearning.org/
https://www.raflearning.org/
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While this playbook presents a new level of 
analysis and mapping of common learning 
challenges onto solutions and tools, it draws 
on the previous thinking and experience 
of several previously published resources 
which are referred to throughout. 

Additional  
Resources
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WHAT DOES INTENTIONAL LEARNING LOOK LIKE?

Learning is the process of  
acquiring knowledge or skills. 
Intentional learning means having 
goals to direct that process, and 
systems to help turn learning into 
action in a way consistent with 
organizational objectives. 

Definitions and  
key concepts 

For an organization to improve, it must be 
intentional in the way it attains and applies 
the knowledge and skills it acquires. Without 
intentionality, knowledge and skills can be lost 
or may not be acted upon effectively. Intentional 
learning can enable action for improvement 
at the strategic, programmatic, and 
operational levels, and thus is a pillar of high 
performance. At the strategic level, learning 
informs the decision-making that translates 
an organization’s vision and mission into 
programs and initiatives. At the programmatic 
level, learning helps ensure objectives can be 

“Inquiry without  
action is not  
learning.”
- CHRIS ARGYRIS, Harvard  
Business School and Monitor  
Group on learning organizations  
and organization development

“All organizations learn - whether they consciously choose to or 
not - it is a fundamental requirement for their sustained existence. 
Some firms deliberately advance organizational learning, 
developing capabilities that are consistent with their objectives; 
others make no focused effort and, therefore, acquire habits that 
are counterproductive. Nonetheless, all organizations learn.”

- DANIEL H. KIM, “The link between individual learning  
& organizational learning,” MIT Sloan Management

achieved and outcomes can be improved 
over time. At the operational level, learning 
focuses on activities and routines that can 
be optimized to enhance performance.

Learning theory draws on concepts 
from information science, sociology, and 
knowledge management practice. To help 
ensure alignment, we’ve created a glossary of 
key terms - with definitions synthesized from 
definitions in the literature that were most 
resonant to the purposes of this playbook.
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Why does  
learning matter?

Learning enables organizations to improve, 
compete, manage change and especially to 
participate in the interconnected systems 
that define many sectors and industries, 
which is critical to addressing the intractable 
problems of today. If we are to address these 
issues, we must do so through collective 
thinking and understanding - within 
organizations, communities, and societies.1

Learning is also one of several critical 
disciplines that leaders must master along the 
journey to high performance. It’s a mechanism 
to steer resources towards efforts based on 
sound analysis of the problem, grounded 

assumptions of how activities may lead to desired 
change, assessment to determine how different 
activities are paying off, and a desire to get 
better over time and ultimately achieve impact.2 
Intentional learning can enable organizations to 
achieve team and program objectives. For example 
in the context of the Mastercard Foundation Rural 
and Agricultural Finance portfolio, this includes: 

 
1. Creating impact for clients such as 

smallholder farmers and agribusinesses 

2. Developing expertise in product and service 
provision to better serve clients  

3. Improving efficiency of program activities 
 

4. Sharing knowledge externally and 
influencing key stakeholders to advance the 
sector   

 

1 Peter M. Senge et al., The Fifth Discipline Fieldbook: Strategies and tools for building a learning organization (New York: Currency Doubleday, 1994), 9-12.
2 Leap of Reason Ambassadors Community, “The Performance Imperative: A framework for social sector excellence”. Release 2.0. April 2018, http://leapam-
bassadors.org/resources/performance-imperative/
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WHAT DOES INTENTIONAL LEARNING LOOK LIKE?

Who drives 
organizational learning? 

Learning happens naturally and organically at  
the individual, team, organizational, and even 
inter-organizational levels. However, for 
learning to effectively enable organizations 
to achieve their objectives, it must be an 
intentional practice. Further, learning 
must be driven by learning owners with 
relevant technical capabilities to ensure that 
relevant knowledge gained by one individual 
is intentionally and effectively captured, 
shared, and operationalized across the 
organization. These capabilities consist of:

1. Identifying and capturing an 
organization’s operational and 
programmatic experiences and 
lessons 

2. Documenting and packaging 
learnings into knowledge and  
learning products worthy of 
sharing, both internally and 
externally 

3. Disseminating or sharing of 
knowledge products to the right 
people at the right time, both 
internally and externally  

4. Monitoring & evaluating to 
assess the effectiveness of 
these activities.3

So how do different members of the team 
contribute to these capabilities? This 
depends greatly on the organization’s size, 
competencies and resources. In the non-profit 
sector, “learning” is a relatively new or not-
yet existent function on its own; it often gets 
rolled up into the Monitoring & Evaluation 
or research function. In the private sector, 
the learning function might be housed in an 
internal business intelligence /analytics or 
client insights unit. And while operationalizing 
knowledge to improve program activities or 
business operations may ultimately be in the 
mandate of managers or directors, in reality 
the learning function is often distributed 
across multiple teams and at multiple 
levels, with learning processes embedded 
into ongoing implementation activities, 
making it difficult to limit the learning 
responsibility to just one individual or team.

3 Steffen Soulejman Janus. Becoming a Knowledge-Sharing Organization: A Handbook for Scaling Up Solutions through Knowledge Capturing and Sharing 
(Washington, D.C.: World Bank Group, 2016),  9.

http://documents.worldbank.org/curated/en/306761478498267644/Becoming-a-knowledge-sharing-organization-a-handbook-for-scaling-up-solutions-through-knowledge-capturing-and-sharing
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Elements of  
intentional learning 

While learning happens constantly and in 
organic ways at both the individual and 
organizational levels, effective organizational 
learning must be intentional. As part of the 
research conducted with partners of the 
Mastercard Foundation Rural and Agricultural 
Finance Learning Lab, and desk research on 
existing organizational learning frameworks, 
four largely similar elements of organizational 
learning emerge as the key building blocks for 
intentional organizational learning.4  

An intentional learning  
framework & design principles

 
In the following sections, we describe in more 
detail these four elements, and introduce 
an additional set of learning principles 
that can guide teams and organizations 
towards an ideal of intentional learning. 

4. INTUITIVE 
KNOWLEDGE 

PROCESS

1. SUPPORTIVE 
LEADERSHIP

INPUTS 
(e.g. insights,

data, research)
KNOWLEDGE 

PRODUCTS 
(e.g. publications, 

workshops)

      3. DEFINED
LEARNING

STRUCTURE       

2. LEARNING
       CULTURE

GENERATION

SHARING

APPLICATION

4 These elements are inspired by the elements published in Challenges of Organizational Learning by Milway and Saxton, but have been further refined 
and validated through deep dive research with Mastercard Foundation partners.
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WHAT DOES INTENTIONAL LEARNING LOOK LIKE?
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WHAT DOES INTENTIONAL LEARNING LOOK LIKE?

Supportive 
leadership 

Goal setting, deploying knowledge 
resources, and influencing culture 
to enable a continuous process of 
learning and improvement is impossible 
without strong leadership that is 
committed to establishing a clear 
vision and pathway for learning.
 
 

Principles of supportive leadership:

Demonstrated commitment to learn
Leaders are a critical driver of 
organizational norms and culture. 
Managers and directors who lead by 
example, participate in learning activities, 
encourage people in the organization to 
be curious, ask questions, and push each 
other’s thinking by being appropriately and 
respectfully challenging will set the norm 
for others to follow.5

A common understanding of  “learning” 
Organizations, teams, and even individuals 
within the same team view learning in 
different ways. Managers and directors 
have to clarify (1) what learning means 
to them and to the organization and (2) 
how staff are expected to operationalize 
learning to maximize value for the 
organization.

Shaping a learning agenda
Learning is not an end in itself. For learning 
to be effective at the organizational level, 
it needs a clear purpose that aligns with 
the organization’s goals, links to specific 
activities that lead to the achievement of 
these goals, and tracks the outcomes of 
this effort.6

Clear vision and goals for learning
Tools like the Theory of Change, results 
frameworks (which describes how and 
why a complex change will occur through 
planned activities) and a learning agenda 
can help leaders mobilize their teams 
towards a common vision for success, and 
define associated learning activities and 
milestones that help them check if they are 
on track to reaching their objectives.  

5 Saunji D. Fyffe and Mary K. Winkler. Strategies for Cultivating an Organizational Learning Culture (Washington, D.C.: Urban Institute, 2016), 5.
6 Ralph Hamilton et al. Learning for Community Change: Core Components of Foundations that Learn (Chicago: Chapin Hall Center for Children, 2005) 17.

https://www.urban.org/sites/default/files/publication/86191/strategies_for_cultivating_an_organizational_learning_culture_3.pdf
http://racialequitytools.org/resourcefiles/hamilton.pdf
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WHAT DOES INTENTIONAL LEARNING LOOK LIKE?

Community of Practice leaders at World Vision

Following a period of fast growth, leaders at World Vision believed 
that rapidly sharing information on effective practices (and failures) 
from one field of operation to the next would be a key to achieving 
program objectives. To devolve ownership of these goals across the 
networks, the organization focused on strengthening communities 
of practice (CoPs), virtual gatherings of far-flung World Vision 
experts in areas such as education, health, agriculture, and water, 
whose shared experiences could drive institutional learning and 
change. Each CoP is staffed with a senior leader, who listens to 
needs across fields and sets a responsive knowledge-sharing 
agenda, abetted by a dedicated administrator who manages and 
stimulates ongoing collaboration and discussion around key issues.
 
Now that each of these communities has a formal leader—with a 
staffing allocation and administrative support—they are making 
strides. The health care CoP has been particularly successful, 
attracting 900 members in a matter of months, who now act as 
champions of effective primary health care practices throughout 
the system. 

Read the full case study in the resources section: CS1. Translating 
strategic goals into knowledge goals with a Community of Practice 
at World Vision.

CHALLENGE
How might we encourage
leadership to set expectations 
on what learning means, how 
it fits into our work, and how 
we demonstrate progress?
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Learning 
culture

Culture is the “connective tissue” 
that explains why certain systems, 
practices, attitudes, behavioral 
norms, and shared values prevail 
to become part of an organization’s 
principles and philosophy. 
Culture reflects what an 
organization considers important. 
Organizational culture can promote 
or inhibit certain behaviors and 
can drive teams to be proactive 
toward desired organization 
practices and processes.7

 

Culture of continuous improvement 
Organizations that foster a learning culture have staff who go beyond compliance 
and are interested in learning and applying what they have learned to improve their 
individual, program or organizational  performance. In this environment, staff feel safe 
to try new things in pursuit of improvement, and rely on feedback loops to validate their 
assumptions and hypotheses. They feel safe to acknowledge when and where problems 
arise, and use what others might deem “failures” as an opportunity for learning. 

Principles of learning culture:

“The single biggest 
driver of business 
impact is the strength 
of an organization’s 
learning culture.”  

- BERSIN REPORT, SHRM, 2015

Incentives aligned for knowledge-sharing  
at all levels
Motivating individual staff to capture 
and share knowledge actively requires 
incentives and rewards. Individual staff 
incentives -  such as reviewing staff 
contribution to learning activities as part of 
performance evaluations - can be effective 
in this. Team and organizational incentives 
are important too, in order to drive 
knowledge sharing between organizations 
and across ecosystems.  

External benchmarking  
Organizational learning can be internally 
focused on making improvements 
to operations, products or services, 
or externally oriented to gain wider 
perspectives on programmatic activities. 
Often, these external perspectives provide 
valuable feedback and insights to program 
staff, reflecting an individual’s experience 
or clarifying possible misconceptions or 
preferences for ways to strengthen service 
delivery.8 

7 Fyffe and Winkler, Strategies for Cultivating an Organizational Learning Culture, 2.
8 Ibid., 11.
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CHALLENGE
How might we promote a 

culture of continuous learning 

and knowledge sharing, 

given we’re incentivized to 

focus on other business and 

implementation priorities?

Systematic Knowledge Sharing and Collaboration at DANE  
(the National Statistics Agency of Colombia)    
  
DANE, Colombia’s National Administrative Department of Statistics, 
administers the national census every five years, tracks the country’s 
national accounts, and maintains data on demographic and economic 
indicators. Because it was being increasingly recognized as an 
important reference organization in its field, DANE realized it would 
need to work on its own organizational culture more intentionally to 
promote the values of openness and collaboration to its staff.
      
DANE therefore created “DANE Moderno” (Modern DANE), an 
initiative that includes stronger cross-departmental collaboration 
and knowledge sharing to improve the way the organization does 
business. True to its goals, DANE Moderno itself was developed 
collaboratively by senior management and staff members throughout 
the organization.
      
A year after the launch of DANE Moderno, staff members reported 
a greater motivation to share their experiences with each other 
and a strong sense of pride in being an active part of successful 
results. Internally, DANE has formalized knowledge-sharing events, 
such as regular “learning from experience” sessions that allow 
staff members to share results of their latest projects. Externally, 
the organization has significantly improved the way it shares its 
knowledge with foreign peer organizations by responding directly to 
specific requests.9 Read more about DANE in the external World Bank 
resource:“Becoming a Knowledge-Sharing Organization: A handbook 
for Scaling Up Solutions through Knowledge Sharing.” (11)

9 Janus, Becoming a Knowledge-Sharing Organization, 11.

https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/bitstream/handle/10986/25320/9781464809439.pdf?sequence=2&isAllowed=y
https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/bitstream/handle/10986/25320/9781464809439.pdf?sequence=2&isAllowed=y
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Defined learning
structures

People are the media through which  
learning generally occurs. In order to  
activate the tacit knowledge that 
resides within individuals, teams must 
be appropriately tasked, resources 
must be managed, and budgets must 
be properly allocated. Together, the 
various elements of team culture and 
structure are the primary mechanisms 
through which organizational learning 
occurs, and how knowledge is 
created, retained, and transferred. 

A defined learning function 
Learning-related activities are varied 
and can sit in many different parts of 
an organization. The organization must 
establish a learning structure that specifies 
the individuals who are accountable for 
capturing, synthesizing, applying, and 
sharing knowledge. 

Resourcing for learning and capacity 
building 
Though learning is often deeply embedded 
within ongoing implementation activities, 
it takes dedicated time, effort, and 
capabilities to capture and share knowledge 
across an organization. Leadership should 
be sure to allocate appropriate time for 
knowledge sharing, and provide access 
to the skills, information, and technology 
needed for staff to engage in a learning 
culture.

Strong networks and cross-team 
coordination
Individuals often serve as knowledge 
repositories within organizations. Thus, 
the networks, coordinating tactics, and 
technologies required to break down silos 
and aid information flow between the right 
people at the right times, are critical for 
effective knowledge sharing.

Managing outsourced learning 
Hiring out research and analysis to third-
party consultants is common practice 
amongst organizations that need to 
scale up quickly, tap technical expertise, 
leverage limited internal resources, or 
mobilize across vast geographies as a 
part of program activities. As an important 
source of knowledge acquisition, however, 
consultant teams need to be closely 
managed to ensure their work aligns with 
the organizational learning agenda and 
time and space need to be allocated to 
ensure new knowledge is transferred into 
the core team. 

 Principles of defined learning structures: 
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CHALLENGE
How might we instill sound 

learning and knowledge 

sharing models and practices 

inside our complex, siloed and 

overextended organization?

Development of an internal innovation unit 

A leading management investment firm in Sub-Saharan Africa 
developed an internal innovation unit, made up of staff from 
across a department, that is dedicated to solving key bottlenecks 
or challenges that are escalated by front-line staff. The internal 
Innovation Unit is made up of client service staff, nominated by 
management based on performance. Any member of the client 
service department, including senior management, can escalate 
client feedback or business challenges to the Unit. 

Through this Innovation Unit, the firm has created a flexible resource 
whose purpose is to challenge bottlenecks that may arise due to risk 
aversion or a legacy of compliance. The Innovation Unit serves as the 
interface between the client and decision makers; information flows 
from front-line to decision makers rapidly, in an unfiltered way and 
in both directions. This reinforces the firm’s philosophy of shared 
leadership, which encourages everyone in the organization to be a 
source of influence and expertise.

Read the full case study in the resources section: CS5. Building an 
internal innovation unit to solve business challenges.
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Intuitive knowledge  
processes

Learning is an ongoing process that 
results in knowledge generation, 
thereby catalyzing progress toward 
program objectives. Processes 
must be clearly defined, ensuring 
team roles and responsibilities are 
identified and socialized. Learning 
processes should also be embedded 
into ongoing daily workflows.
 

Embedded learning processes  
Learning often happens as a result of 
experience through regular business 
operations or program implementation, 
so learning processes are inherently 
linked to or embedded within ongoing 
activities and workflows. Clearly mapping 
learning processes across workflows can 
create alignment about expectations and 
responsibilities.

Defined roles and responsibilities  
across the team
Learning is everyone’s mandate. Individual 
learning roles and responsibilities must be 
defined to ensure learning activities across 
teams and organizations are effective. 

Technology to enable human interaction
Technology advances may provide the 
tools for sharing knowledge more broadly 
and effectively, but examples show that 
adoption rates rise when the people-
to-people element of shared learning is 
kept in focus. Technology enables advice 
and collaboration, and becomes a true 
multiplier of organizational learning 
when put in service of person-to-person 
connection.10 

Principles of intuitive knowledge processes

10 Katie Smith Milway and Amy Saxton. “The Challenge of Organizational Learning.” Stanford Social Innovation Review, Summer 2011: 44-49, https://ssir.
org/articles/entry/the_challenge_of_organizational_learning.
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CHALLENGE
How might we get better 

at learning and knowledge 

sharing across our programs 

over time in a simple, obvious 

and efficient way?

A Quarterly Reflection Process at the Barr Foundation

The Barr Foundation established a Quarterly Reflection Process 
in which each program officer reflects on his or her work for the 
past quarter as it relates to the foundation’s goals, strategies, and 
theories of change. Staff are asked to identify one or two initiatives 
or events that were extreme successes, failures, or surprises. 
(“We ask for extremes because we feel the most effective learning 
comes out of these instances,” Roberto Cremonini says.) At half- or 
full-day meetings, program officers describe the outcomes they 
expected, their assumptions going into the work, and what actually 
happened, and reflect openly on what caused the success or failure. 
These meetings are documented to capture the “aha moments” and 
interdisciplinary learning that occur. Program officers are expected 
to use knowledge gained during the Reflections to take action, think 
about next steps, and revise their individual work plans. Before each 
new Reflection, staff review the previous discussion to reinforce 
connections among the learning experiences.

Read more about the Barr Foundation in “Learning from Community 
Change: Core Components of Foundations that Learn.” (23)

http://racialequitytools.org/resourcefiles/hamilton.pdf
http://racialequitytools.org/resourcefiles/hamilton.pdf
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HOW CAN  
I IMPROVE  
LEARNING IN MY  
ORGANIZATION?

2.
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HOW CAN I IMPROVE LEARNING IN MY ORGANIZATION?

Common learning 
challenges

Interviews at units within RAF LL partner organizations 
that focus on learning, and with anecdotal feedback from 
many others, highlight that while they are very interested 
in improving learning as a means to improve outcomes, 
they struggle to operationalize learning activities. While 
there were nuances across partners depending on factors 
like team size and structure, we found common challenges 
that touched across the four main elements of learning: 
supportive leadership, learning culture, defined learning 
structures, and intuitive knowledge processes.

A 2010 survey of 116 nonprofits by Bridgespan Group 
identified three significant impediments to organizational 
learning:  

• a lack of clear and measurable goals about using 
knowledge to improve performance; 

• insufficient incentives for individuals or teams to 
participate in organizational learning activities; and  

• uncertainty about the most effective processes 
for capturing and sharing learning.11 

The similarity in themes between the nonprofits surveyed 
by the Bridgespan Group and RAF LL partners suggest that 
learning challenges are not unique to the RAF LL portfolio 
partners, but may extend more broadly to other types of 
programs and organizations.

A guide to overcoming learning challenges

This playbook highlights common learning challenges and recommends 
solutions and resources  to overcome them. Follow this step-by-step 
guide to get started:

STEP 1   
 
Reflect on your learning challenges. 
Read through the four learning challenges corresponding to the 
intentional learning framework and supporting design principles. Identify 
the challenges on the next page that resonate most with you and your 
organization. 

STEP 2

Consider potential solutions.  
Click on any of the four challenges to jump to recommended solutions. 
Review the recommended solutions and identify which could work in the 
context of your organization. 

STEP 3 
 
Explore additional tools, case studies and resources.  
For each solution, we provide a number of tools, case studies and 
resources that detail varying approaches to tackling the challenge, 
including those drawing on firsthand experience from our pilot partners.  

STEP 4   
 
Apply the recommended tools and resources to your organization. 
Follow the implementation recommendations for each tool or resource 
to apply them to your own organization.

11 Milway & Saxton, “The Challenge of Organizational Learning”, 44-49.
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SUPPORTIVE 
LEADERSHIP

LEARNING 
CULTURE

DEFINED 
LEARNING 
STRUCTURES  

INTUITIVE 
KNOWLEDGE 
PROCESSES

CHALLENGE
How might we encourage 
leadership to set 
expectations on what 
learning means, how it fits 
into our work, and how we 
demonstrate progress?

CHALLENGE
How might we promote 
a culture of continuous 
learning and knowledge 
sharing, given we’re 
incentivized to focus 
on other business and 
implementation priorities?

CHALLENGE
How might we instill 
sound learning and 
knowledge sharing models 
and practices inside 
our complex, siloed and 
overextended organization?

CHALLENGE
How might we get 
better at learning and 
knowledge sharing across 
our programs over time 
in a simple, obvious 
and efficient way?

SOLUTION 1:  
Clarify learning 
objectives

SOLUTION 2:  
Establish guiding 
frameworks for learning

SOLUTION 1:  
Develop formal learning 
KPIs and incentives

SOLUTION 2:
Institute cultural 
practices to mainstream 
learning

SOLUTION 1:  
Get systematic about  
lessons learned 

SOLUTION 2: 
Block dedicated time 
and resources for 
knowledge exchange

SOLUTION 1:  
Codify knowledge  
sharing processes 

SOLUTION 2:
Build learning 
incrementally and nimbly

PRINCIPLES
• Demonstrated 

committment to learn
• A common understanding 

of learning
• Shaping a learning agenda
• Clear visions and goals for 

learning

PRINCIPLES
• Culture of continuous 

improvement
• Incentives aligned for 

knowledge-sharing at all 
levels 

• External benchmarking

PRINCIPLES
• A defined learning 

function
• Resourcing for learning 

and capacity building
• Strong networks and 

cross-team coordination
• Managing outsourced 

learning

PRINCIPLES
• Embedded learning 

processes 
• Defined roles and 

responsibilities across the 
team

• Technology to enable 
human interaction
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SOLUTION 1:
Clarify learning objectives

 
SOLUTION 2:
Establish guiding frameworks for learning

Learning alignment sprint 
Facilitated workshop and activities designed to align on program 
learning objectives, learning approach, methodologies and 
terminology, and define learning roles and responsibilities across 
the team

Theory of Change (ToC)
Template to create your own Theory of Change and 
accompanying results framework

Translating strategic goals to knowledge goals with World Vision
Case study from “The Challenge of Organizational Learning”

Creating a progression framework with Root Capital
Case study on developing a framework to measure program 
effectiveness 

Indicators for measuring knowledge sharing from “Becoming 
a Knowledge Sharing Organization” by World Bank Group (p. 
109)
Step-by-step guide on how to develop indicators and implement 
Monitoring & Evaluation to measure knowledge sharing 

    SUPPORTIVE LEADERSHIP
How might we encourage leadership to set expectations on what learning 
means, how it fits into our work, and how we demonstrate progress?

TOOLS TO TRY

CASE STUDIES

LINKS TO EXPLORE MORE

https://www.knowledgesharingfordev.org/Data/wbi/wbicms/files/drupal-acquia/wbi/field/documents/becoming_a_kso_final_web.pdf
https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/bitstream/handle/10986/25320/9781464809439.pdf?sequence=2&isAllowed=y
https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/bitstream/handle/10986/25320/9781464809439.pdf?sequence=2&isAllowed=y
https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/bitstream/handle/10986/25320/9781464809439.pdf?sequence=2&isAllowed=y
https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/bitstream/handle/10986/25320/9781464809439.pdf?sequence=2&isAllowed=y
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SOLUTION 1:
Develop formal learning KPIs and incentives

 
SOLUTION 2:
Institute cultural practices to mainstream learning

The publication review committee at CGAP
Case study on how CGAP drives cross-team collaboration on 
knowledge product development through incentives like peer 
review

”Strategies for cultivating an organizational learning culture” 
by Urban Institute (pp. 9-12)
Strategies for transition to an organizational learning culture

Roles & Responsibilities and Skills & Training from “Becoming  
a Knowledge Sharing Organization” by World Bank Group (p. 31) 
Considerations for different types of team roles & responsibilities 
and typical skills required for learning, to be built into job 
descriptions and performance appraisals

Indicators of success in building a knowledge sharing culture 
from “Becoming a Knowledge Sharing Organization” by World 
Bank Group (p. 15)
A list of levers to drive cultural change across an organization  

TOOLS TO TRY

CASE STUDIES

LINKS TO EXPLORE MORE

    LEARNING CULTURE
How might we promote a culture of continuous learning and knowledge sharing, 
given we’re incentivized to focus on other business and implementation priorities?

https://www.urban.org/sites/default/files/publication/86191/strategies_for_cultivating_an_organizational_learning_culture_3.pdf
https://www.urban.org/sites/default/files/publication/86191/strategies_for_cultivating_an_organizational_learning_culture_3.pdf
https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/bitstream/handle/10986/25320/9781464809439.pdf?sequence=2&isAllowed=y
https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/bitstream/handle/10986/25320/9781464809439.pdf?sequence=2&isAllowed=y
https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/bitstream/handle/10986/25320/9781464809439.pdf?sequence=2&isAllowed=y
https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/bitstream/handle/10986/25320/9781464809439.pdf?sequence=2&isAllowed=y
https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/bitstream/handle/10986/25320/9781464809439.pdf?sequence=2&isAllowed=y
https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/bitstream/handle/10986/25320/9781464809439.pdf?sequence=2&isAllowed=y
https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/bitstream/handle/10986/25320/9781464809439.pdf?sequence=2&isAllowed=y
https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/bitstream/handle/10986/25320/9781464809439.pdf?sequence=2&isAllowed=y
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SOLUTION 1:
Get systematic about lessons learned

SOLUTION 2:
Block dedicated time and resources for  
knowledge exchange

Before Action Review (BAR)
Guidelines to conduct a before-action review to anticipate and plan 
for learning opportunities

Learning outputs sprint   
Guidelines to conduct a dedicated learning sprint designed to 
transform emerging insights into useful knowledge products 
for external sharing and publication

After Action Review (AAR)
Guidelines to conduct an after-action review to reflect on and 
capture lessons learned

Building a community of practice with IDH
Case study on how IDH has built theme-based communities of 
practice internally and with partners

Learning-focused field visit guide  
Guidelines and tool for developing and fulfilling a tailored learning 
agenda on field visits

Building an internal innovation unit to solve business 
challenges
Case study on an internal unit, made up of staff from across 
a department, that is dedicated to solving key bottlenecks or 
challenges that are escalated by front-line staff

Insights capture tool
Tool for capturing emerging insights from engagements with 
partners, clients and/or other key stakeholders

Facilitation tools and methods by Hyper Island
Resources to conduct a focused and collaborative team session

Guidelines on in-house versus outsourcing from “Becoming a 
Knowledge Sharing Organization” by World Bank Group (p. 30) 
Considerations for in-house vs. outsourcing knowledge-sharing 
functions

    DEFINED LEARNING STRUCTURES
How might we instill sound learning and knowledge sharing models and  
practices inside our complex, siloed and overextended organization?

TOOLS TO TRY

CASE STUDIES

LINKS TO EXPLORE MORE

https://toolbox.hyperisland.com/
https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/bitstream/handle/10986/25320/9781464809439.pdf?sequence=2&isAllowed=y
https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/bitstream/handle/10986/25320/9781464809439.pdf?sequence=2&isAllowed=y
https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/bitstream/handle/10986/25320/9781464809439.pdf?sequence=2&isAllowed=y
https://toolbox.hyperisland.com/
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SOLUTION 1:
Codify knowledge sharing processes

 
SOLUTION 2:
Build learning incrimentally and nimbly

Knowledge flow mapping  
Template to map knowledge flow through teams and across a 
program over time

Learning Loop
Template to evaluate how learnings from current / past 
programs should inform operations / programs on subsequent 
efforts

Digital knowledge exchange  
Guidelines to introduce digital tools into existing workflows, in 
order to unlock faster, richer knowledge exchange from field 
teams to headquarters, in both directions

Agile Monitoring, Evaluation & Learning (MEL) with Mercy 
Corps AgriFin Accelerate (AFA)
Case study on how AFA developed an agile approach to learning

Case study development blueprint   
Process template for collective development of case studies (and 
other learning products for external sharing)

Creating a living reference deck with CGAP
Case study on developing living resources to guide organization 
-level learning on important topics

Influence strategy  
Guidelines to determine which stakeholders need to be reached 
to achieve the organization’s objectives, which in turn determines 
what knowledge should be shared externally and in what formats

    INTUITIVE KNOWLEDGE PROCESSES
How might we get better at learning and knowledge sharing across our programs 
over time in a simple, obvious and efficient way?

TOOLS TO TRY

CASE STUDIES

LINKS TO EXPLORE MORE
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WHICH  
SOLUTIONS CAN I 
IMPLEMENT IN MY 
ORGANIZATION?

3.
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T1. Learning alignment sprint

T2. Theory of Change (ToC)

T3. Before Action Review (BAR)

T4. After Action Review (AAR)

T5. Learning-focused field visit guide

T6. Insights capture tool

T7. Learning outputs sprint

T8. Knowledge flow mapping

T9.  Digital knowledge exchange 

T10. Case study development blueprint

T11. Influence strategy

T12. Learning loop

CS1. Translating strategic goals to 
knowledge goals with a Community 
of Practice at World Vision

CS2. Creating an enterprise  
progression framework with  
Root Capital Advisory

CS3. The publications review committee 
at CGAP

CS4. Building a community of practice 
with IDH

CS5. Building an internal innovation unit 
to solve business challenges

CS6. Agile MEL with AgriFin Accelerate

CS7. Creating a living reference deck  
with CGAP

L1. “Becoming a Knowledge Sharing 
Organization: A Handbook for Scaling 
Up Solutions through Knowledge 
Capturing and Sharing” from World 
Bank Group

L2. “Strategies for cultivating an 
organizational learning culture” 
from Urban Institute

L3. “ Facilitation tools & methods” from 
Hyper Island

TOOLS TO TRY CASE STUDIES LINKS TO EXPLORE MORE

Learning resources

https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/bitstream/handle/10986/25320/9781464809439.pdf?sequence=2&isAllowed=y
https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/bitstream/handle/10986/25320/9781464809439.pdf?sequence=2&isAllowed=y
https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/bitstream/handle/10986/25320/9781464809439.pdf?sequence=2&isAllowed=y
https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/bitstream/handle/10986/25320/9781464809439.pdf?sequence=2&isAllowed=y
https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/bitstream/handle/10986/25320/9781464809439.pdf?sequence=2&isAllowed=y
https://www.urban.org/sites/default/files/publication/86191/strategies_for_cultivating_an_organizational_learning_culture_3.pdf
https://www.urban.org/sites/default/files/publication/86191/strategies_for_cultivating_an_organizational_learning_culture_3.pdf
https://www.urban.org/sites/default/files/publication/86191/strategies_for_cultivating_an_organizational_learning_culture_3.pdf
https://toolbox.hyperisland.com/
https://toolbox.hyperisland.com/
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WHICH SOLUTIONS CAN I IMPLEMENT IN MY ORGANIZATION?

SUPPORTIVE 
LEADERSHIP 
How might we encourage 
leadership to set expectations 
on what learning means, how 
it fits into our work, and how 
we demonstrate progress?

SOLUTION: 

Clarify learning 
objectives

SUGGESTED 
PARTICIPANTS:
Senior Management / 
Leadership, Monitoring & 
Evaluation team, project 
owner(s), technical team 

SOURCE:
Co-designed with  
ICCO STARS

T1. Learning alignment sprint

Description
• A full-team session designed to create alignment on program learning objectives, learning approach, methodologies 

and terminology, and define learning roles and responsibilities across the team. 

Key features 
• Menu of activities designed to achieve team learning alignment objectives
• Activities guide(s) with facilitation roles and notes, materials list

 
Value proposition
• Creates a shared understanding across the team of the value and purpose of learning within the organization, and 

alignment around how learning works
• Identifies opportunities for improved internal learning processes
• Empowers teams to take forward a more intentional approach to learning

Requirements 
• A facilitator to drive and guide activities; facilitator can be internal or external to the team, but needs to be deeply 

immersed in the content and familiar with existing work and ongoing projects 
• A facilitation methodology that will ensure the full team is engaged and contributing to the conversation
• Ample preparation time to develop the agenda and prepare session activities, including any pre-reads or advanced 

preparation the full team needs to do, based on the session activities chosen

SEE ALSO:
Instituting cultural practices to mainstream learning- “If leaders signal willingness to use data to make decisions and changes, 
support for these practices may filter through the organization, and employees may be more likely to embrace and model the same 

behaviors.” A key challenge for many organizations is finding a way to promote a culture of continuous learning and knowledge sharing, 
while also focusing on business and implementation priorities. In ”Strategies for cultivating an organizational learning culture” the Urban 
Institute provides strategies for transitioning to an organizational learning culture (9-12).

https://www.urban.org/sites/default/files/publication/86191/strategies_for_cultivating_an_organizational_learning_culture_3.pdf
https://www.urban.org/sites/default/files/publication/86191/strategies_for_cultivating_an_organizational_learning_culture_3.pdf
https://www.urban.org/sites/default/files/publication/86191/strategies_for_cultivating_an_organizational_learning_culture_3.pdf
https://www.urban.org/sites/default/files/publication/86191/strategies_for_cultivating_an_organizational_learning_culture_3.pdf
https://www.urban.org/sites/default/files/publication/86191/strategies_for_cultivating_an_organizational_learning_culture_3.pdf
https://www.urban.org/sites/default/files/publication/86191/strategies_for_cultivating_an_organizational_learning_culture_3.pdf
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1. Define the objectives for your learning alignment sprint, based on your team / organization’s 
priorities.

2. Select activities from the learning alignment activities menu, based on the sprint objectives you 
have determined. 

3. Consider facilitation style. When planning a date for your group, aim to convene an in-person group 
with as much representation from across teams / functions as possible - including leadership. 
Consider the dynamics of the group you will convene, and what type of facilitation (internal vs. 
external) would be best. 

4. Develop your detailed agenda and facilitation notes based on the activities chosen, and the group 
that will be attending. 

ACCESS 
LEARNING 
ALIGNMENT 
SPRINT TOOL 

How to implement SUPPORTIVE 
LEADERSHIP 
How might we encourage 
leadership to set expectations 
on what learning means, how 
it fits into our work, and how 
we demonstrate progress?

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/17O0abzTAZnefUpQtT-9NKRdVgOz6O0DvndvyfMGI2n8/edit#slide=id.p7
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/17O0abzTAZnefUpQtT-9NKRdVgOz6O0DvndvyfMGI2n8/edit#slide=id.p7
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/17O0abzTAZnefUpQtT-9NKRdVgOz6O0DvndvyfMGI2n8/edit#slide=id.p7
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/17O0abzTAZnefUpQtT-9NKRdVgOz6O0DvndvyfMGI2n8/edit#slide=id.p7
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/17O0abzTAZnefUpQtT-9NKRdVgOz6O0DvndvyfMGI2n8/edit#slide=id.p7
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T1. Learning alignment sprint // Tool in action

TOOL USED - Learning alignment sprint

ORGANIZATION - ICCO STARS Program

COUNTRY - Ethiopia, Rwanda, Senegal, Burkina Faso

USERS - Program Director, Monitoring, Evaluation & Learning Manager (MEL),  
    in-country technical, MEL and finance teams

WHY WE USED THE TOOL

The ICCO STARS program holds bi-annual 
team meetings that bring team members 
from across the four program countries and 
the Head Office together. 

Following a strategy update process, in 
which the program’s Theory of Change 
and results chains were updated, STARS 
management wanted to introduce key 
learning concepts to the team, and engage 
them in a co-creation process to design 
tools that support better learning and 
improve information flows within country 
teams, between country teams, and 
between countries and head office.

HOW WE USED IT

In preparation for the team meeting, the 
MEL Manager and the RAF Learning Lab 
held a one-day brainstorming workshop. 
Learning principles and objectives, and 
initial ideas for workshop session content 
were developed. Those ideas were then 
plugged into the workshop facilitation 
template by ICCO STARS, beginning with the 
identification of clear objectives for each 
session.

It is particularly important to the ICCO 
STARS team that any learning processes 
or tools be co-created by team members, 
to ensure uptake and ownership. Most 
sessions were highly interactive, and 
included facilitated group exercises. 
Filling in detailed activity descriptions, 
desired results, facilitation notes and lists 
of materials needed ensured that each 
facilitator could lead their session with 
confidence.

RESULTS

The ICCO STARS team held 6 learning-
focused sessions over the course of the 
week-long team meeting. Significant 
advanced preparation went into each 
session, to make the most out of the  
team’s time together. The interactive 
sessions were especially successful in 
aligning team members’ understanding of 
how learning can help improve the STARS 
program’s impact.

As a result of these sessions, the STARS 
team was able to align on a vision for 
success and develop learning tools and 
processes to support country teams in 
achieving their shared goals.

https://www.icco-cooperation.org/en/projects/stars
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SUPPORTIVE 
LEADERSHIP 
How might we encourage 
leadership to set expectations 
on what learning means, how 
it fits into our work, and how 
we demonstrate progress?

SOLUTION: 

Clarify learning 
objectives

SOURCE:
Milton & Saxton, “The 
Challenge  
of Organizational  
Learning”

CS1. Translating strategic goals into knowledge goals with 
a Community of Practice at World Vision

Description
Communities of Practice (CoP) - virtual gatherings of far-flung World Vision experts whose shared experiences could drive 
institutional learning and change - helped drive rapid information sharing on effective practices (and failures) across the 
organization. As of March 2011, World Vision had 23 CoPs with a combined membership of more than 10,000, all using a 
SharePoint Platform nested within the organization’s global intranet. 

Context / background
Following a period of fast growth, leaders at World Vision believed that rapidly sharing information on effective practices (and 
failures) from one field of operation to the next would be a key to changing children’s lives.  

Approach
• Leadership translated the broader strategic goals of the organization into a subset of knowledge goals, including the goal of 

deploying best operating practices across all relief and field operations
• They broke this down into specific activities and tasks necessary to expedite know-how around the world for practices such 

as training community health workers, increasing yields for subsistence farmers, boring wells in arid regions, etc. 
• To devolve ownership of these goals across the networks, the organization focused on strengthening communities of practice 

(CoPs) by aligning them with strategic goals, and tapping leaders with a mandate to drive CoP engagement
• Each CoP is staffed with a senior leader, who listens to needs across fields and sets a responsive knowledge-sharing agenda, 

abetted by a dedicated administrator who manages and stimulates ongoing collaboration and discussion around key issues
• CoP members engage in different ways and groupings: some plug in to listen and learn; others actively develop, review, and 

collaborate on global documents, including strategies and standards for their respective areas
• Ongoing discussions take place around best practices, advice and support for applying them, and research proposals to find 

better answers

Value proposition
• The CoP itself is the one place where members and broader management can find all the knowledge assets for a given 

sector, analyze them, and use them to manage change

Requirements 
• Formal leadership is necessary for CoP success; at World Vision, now that each of these communities has a formal leader 

with a staffing allocation and administrative support—they are making strides
• Regular engagements for members to discuss issues in depth, and come together through WebEx or face-to-face to share 

and strategize  

SEE ALSO:
Developing formal learning KPIs and incentives - Community of Practice leads are one of the roles that the World Bank lists as 
being “commonly required to implement knowledge sharing activities.” The World Bank Group’s Roles & Responsibilities and Skills 

& Training from “Becoming a Knowledge Sharing Organization” provides a list of possible positions (p. 31) with functions and roles that 
may be relevant for your organization to consider, as well as commonly required skills to consider incorporating into Job Descriptions 
when hiring new staff (32).

https://ssir.org/articles/entry/the_challenge_of_organizational_learning
https://ssir.org/articles/entry/the_challenge_of_organizational_learning
https://ssir.org/articles/entry/the_challenge_of_organizational_learning
https://ssir.org/articles/entry/the_challenge_of_organizational_learning
https://ssir.org/articles/entry/the_challenge_of_organizational_learning
https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/bitstream/handle/10986/25320/9781464809439.pdf?sequence=2&isAllowed=y
https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/bitstream/handle/10986/25320/9781464809439.pdf?sequence=2&isAllowed=y
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SUPPORTIVE 
LEADERSHIP 
How might we encourage 
leadership to set expectations 
on what learning means, how 
it fits into our work, and how 
we demonstrate progress?

SOLUTION: 

Establish 
guiding 
frameworks for  
learning

SUGGESTED 
PARTICIPANTS:
Senior management / 
leadership, Monitoring & 
Evaluation team, project 
owner(s), technical team 

SOURCE:
DIY Toolkit

Description
• A template to develop a Theory of Change, a tool that describes how, and under what conditions, a program or product is 

expected to contribute to change.1

Key features 
• Theory of Change framework for completion in a team workshop setting

 
Value proposition
• Aligns teams and individuals towards the overall programmatic or organizational goal 
• Clearly connects day to day work to larger long-term programmatic or organizational-level goals
• Helps define whether activities are achieving intended impact 
• Helps spot potential risks by identifying underlying assumptions
• Highlights linkages across multiple programs or program activities
• Collaborative process builds ownership / understanding of ToC across functions

Requirements 
• Incentives by leadership for staff to develop the Theory of Change
• Strong awareness / understanding of the operational context, key stakeholders and clients (or those that will ultimately be 

impacted by the program / product / service), in order to build a strong Theory of Change
• Consideration for periodic review / refresh of the Theory of Change as program activities or operations evolve 

SEE ALSO:
T1. Learning alignment sprint for context on how the Theory of Change can be used to guide alignment and reflection on 
organizational / program and learning objectives.

T2. Theory of Change (ToC)

1 Definition adapted from the Partnership for Finance in a Digital Africa.

https://diytoolkit.org/
https://diytoolkit.org/
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1. Identify the main problem you want to solve and the long term vision of the change you want to 
see. Then complete the other boxes, such as your key audience and your entry point to reach that 
audience.

2. Work outwards from your defining problem, and towards your long-term impact. Write down the 
main people affected by the issue you’ve identified and who you hope to help you with your work.

3. Figure out the immediate results or outcomes. List the key outcomes that your activity would lead 
to: these are the preconditions needed to realise your vision. 

4. Reflect on the key assumptions that underpin these steps in your work. This may help you to spot 
potential risks or connections between the different projects. 

How to implement
SUPPORTIVE 
LEADERSHIP 
How might we encourage 
leadership to set expectations 
on what learning means, how 
it fits into our work, and how 
we demonstrate progress?

ACCESS 
THEORY OF 
CHANGE TOOL 

https://diytoolkit.org/tools/theory-of-change/
https://diytoolkit.org/tools/theory-of-change/
https://diytoolkit.org/tools/theory-of-change/
https://diytoolkit.org/tools/theory-of-change/
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SUPPORTIVE 
LEADERSHIP 
How might we encourage 
leadership to set expectations 
on what learning means, how 
it fits into our work, and how 
we demonstrate progress?

SOLUTION: 

Establish 
guiding 
frameworks for  
learning

SOURCE:
Root Capital

Description
A framework that segments Root Capital’s target clients in a way that translates across departments (Advisory, Lending, Risk, 
Impact) and connects to its organisational Theory of Change. By mapping the SMEs that Root Capital provides financial and 
advisory services to according to their capacities, they are able to understand which combinations of services (financial and non-
financial) are appropriate for different businesses and drive learning on what is needed to move an SME from one growth stage to 
the next.

Context / Background
Root Capital delivers working capital financing and customized training to strengthen agricultural SMEs in Africa, Latin America, 
and Southeast Asia. Each team within Root Capital has had different ways of segmenting and assessing businesses, without 
a common language. Additionally, as Root Capital’s training capacities grew, the financial diagnostic used in the past failed to 
provide insight on what mix of available services would contribute most meaningfully to the growth of the market overall. In 
response to this need, Root Capital set out to create an Enterprise Progression Framework that would support the mapping of 
SMEs as they matured over time. The framework acts as a tool to clearly categorize SMEs based upon their capacities and to 
identify macro-level gaps in the market that suggest promising opportunities to develop new or refine existing services. The 
framework’s use within the organization is being scaled up in 2019, and will be a learning framework for assessing the link 
between Root Capital services and growth in enterprise capacities.

Approach
• Root Capital conducted internal discussions with staff across departments, globally, then created and socialized a draft 

framework with five key stages on the spectrum
• Historical data was mined to test the hypothesis about how to classify businesses initially with existing data and how the five 

key stages mapped to other enterprise data (size of loan, risk ratings, etc.)
• [In progress] Root Capital is currently testing and refining an Advisory diagnostic tool that will help place businesses on the 

framework, identify major non-financial capacity gaps, and determine the best approach to address these gaps

Value proposition
• Guides client-centric communication and supports capturing learnings in a relevant way, to support decision-making
• Helps identify macro-level gaps in the market that suggest opportunities to develop new or refine existing advisory services
• Ensures coherence between the Root Capital Theory of Change, the Enterprise Progression Framework and program 

activities across teams
• Applies a market systems lens2 to Root Capital service implementation and decision-making processes

Requirements 
• Include Stakeholders from across the organization in a consultative process to design overarching framework
• Let go of ‘perfection’: “We didn’t have exactly the right historical data or find complete agreement on each detail of the 

framework, but we got it mostly right and then started moving forward.”
• Patience - developing, validating, and adopting a new framework for use by a complex organization takes years: “We’re on the 

journey but it will take a long time to fully operationalize the new framework.

CS2. Creating an enterprise progression framework with 
Root Capital

2 Also known as the M4P approach, i.e. focused on the underlying constraints that prevent the effective development of market systems that include poor people.

https://rootcapital.org/
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LEARNING  
CULTURE 
How might we promote a 
culture of continuous learning 
and knowledge sharing, 
given we’re incentivized to 
focus on other business and 
implementation priorities?

SOLUTION: 

Develop formal  
learning KPIs  
and incentives

SOURCE:
Consultative Group to 
Assist the Poor (CGAP)

Description
Internal committee and associated process that supports the collaborative development of knowledge products, giving opportunities for team 
members with a wide variety of expertise areas to weigh in on the final product before it is published. This process is the same regardless of the 
type of knowledge product being developed (eg: slide share, 4-page brief, research report, etc).

Context / Background
CGAP is housed within the World Bank, and has a specific focus on financial inclusion. CGAP uses action-oriented research to test, learn and 
share knowledge that can help build more inclusive and responsible financial systems for the world’s poorest. It is a membership organisation, 
which influences how it works on a day-to-day basis. CGAP’s 30+ members provide guidance on strategy based on their challenges and issues 
they’re trying to solve. CGAP in turn shares what they are learning back to members, to help guide their decision-making and programs. 

Approach
• An author or team of authors draft(s) concept note for a knowledge product
• The concept note is approved by a Pillar Lead, and is shared with the Publications Review Committee where two reviewers are assigned - 

reviewers can come from anywhere within the organisation
• If necessary, the concept note goes through another iteration
• A first draft is developed by author(s), signed off by the Pillar Lead and submitted to the Publications Review Committee and reviewers. At 

the same time, the draft is circulated to external reviewers, who are individuals with particular topic expertise.
• A revised draft is submitted to the Pillar Lead and Publications Review Committee for final review and sign-off 

Value proposition
• Ensures consistent production of high quality knowledge products
• Provides valuable learning opportunity for the author and for reviewers, and exchanges with external reviewers
• Helps break down silos between departments / practice areas by “enforcing” a collaborative process for development of all external 

products
• Incentivizes collaboration and knowledge sharing by linking process to performance reviews and professional development

Requirements 
• The process of going through multiple reviews extends the time it takes to get from concept to final product; staff bandwidth can be 

limited, which may slow down the process even more
• The iterative nature of the process, and open-ended timeline makes it challenging for the Communications function to implement an 

editorial calendar
• Flexibility is needed when it comes to how reviews are conducted or feedback is provided, in order to cater to people’s time constraints
• The process relies on people being open to sharing and receiving feedback, which presents a challenge for some, but can also be an 

opportunity to acquire this skill

CS3. The publications review committee at CGAP

SEE ALSO:
Instituting cultural practices to mainstream learning - “Recognizing and rewarding employees that engage in learning practices 
can help [...] organizations reinforce a learning culture and can motivate staff to use data in their daily routines [...] Organizations 

can incorporate recognition and rewards in annual performance appraisals. A formal employee-recognition strategy builds organizational 
learning responsibilities into job descriptions and creates the metrics against which employees are measured.” In ”Strategies for cultivating 
an organizational learning culture” the Urban Institute provides strategies for transitioning to an organizational learning culture (9-12).

https://www.cgap.org/
https://www.cgap.org/
https://www.urban.org/sites/default/files/publication/86191/strategies_for_cultivating_an_organizational_learning_culture_3.pdf
https://www.urban.org/sites/default/files/publication/86191/strategies_for_cultivating_an_organizational_learning_culture_3.pdf
https://www.urban.org/sites/default/files/publication/86191/strategies_for_cultivating_an_organizational_learning_culture_3.pdf
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WHICH SOLUTIONS CAN I IMPLEMENT IN MY ORGANIZATION?

DEFINED LEARNING 
STRUCTURES 
How might we instill sound  
learning and knowledge 
sharing models and 
practices inside our complex, 
siloed and overextended 
organization?

SOLUTION: 

Get systematic  
about lessons  
learned

SUGGESTED 
PARTICIPANTS:
Project owner(s)

SOURCE:
NHS Knowledge 
Management Toolkit

Description
• A short preview session that considers what issues might arise during a piece of work - anything ranging from a workshop to 

a project stage

Key features 
• Four key questions to help facilitate a focused group discussion and anticipate future learning opportunities

 
Value proposition
• Helps the team state their intention (task, purpose and end-state) before commencing a project, project stage or a piece of 

work
• Helps teams predict potential challenges and risks based on lessons learned from past experiences

Requirements 
• Between 15 minutes to a half day, depending on the scope of the project
• Sufficient time before the event to act on anything decided upon in the session
• Can be conducted alone, or with multiple members of the implementation team 

SEE ALSO:
T5. Learning-focused field visit guide for guidelines on how a Before Action Review (BAR) can create learning opportunities for 
field visits and other engagements.

T3. Before Action Review (BAR)

https://kfh.libraryservices.nhs.uk/knowledge-management/km-goals-tools-and-techniques/
https://kfh.libraryservices.nhs.uk/knowledge-management/km-goals-tools-and-techniques/
https://kfh.libraryservices.nhs.uk/knowledge-management/km-goals-tools-and-techniques/
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1. Identify an upcoming action to plan for. The “action” can be any engagement you wish to 
learn from, from an internal strategy meeting, to an external workshop for partners and other 
stakeholders. 

2. Plan your session. Either alone or with members of the implementation team, plan for 15 
minutes up to half a day depending on the scope of the work. 

3. Download the facilitation guide (link in sidebar). Follow the step by step instructions for how to 
conduct the BAR. 

4. Act on any findings to plan for the upcoming engagement. Hold team members to account to 
ensure that the proper planning is implemented in advance of the upcoming engagement. 

How to implement DEFINED LEARNING 
STRUCTURES 
How might we instill sound  
learning and knowledge 
sharing models and 
practices inside our complex, 
siloed and overextended 
organization?

ACCESS 
BEFORE ACTION 
REVIEW TOOL 

https://kfh.libraryservices.nhs.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/CS47408-HEE-LKS-Postcards.4.pdf
https://kfh.libraryservices.nhs.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/CS47408-HEE-LKS-Postcards.4.pdf
https://kfh.libraryservices.nhs.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/CS47408-HEE-LKS-Postcards.4.pdf
https://kfh.libraryservices.nhs.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/CS47408-HEE-LKS-Postcards.4.pdf
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WHICH SOLUTIONS CAN I IMPLEMENT IN MY ORGANIZATION?

DEFINED LEARNING 
STRUCTURES 
How might we instill sound  
learning and knowledge 
sharing models and 
practices inside our complex, 
siloed and overextended 
organization?

SOLUTION: 

Get systematic  
about lessons  
learned

SUGGESTED 
PARTICIPANTS:
Monitoring & Evaluation  
team, field-facing /  
technical teams 

Description
• A simple protocol used by a team to capture the lessons learned from past successes and failures, with the goal of improving 

future performance - typically a short, structured meeting held immediately after a short term activity such as a task within a 
project, for e.g. a training session, a “go-live” day or an engagement meeting

Key features 
• Four key questions to help facilitate a focused group discussion and reflection on lessons learned

 
Value proposition
• Creates space for a team to reflect on a project, activity, event or task, with the objective of improving future approach
• Helps identify critical lessons learned, to ensure improvements for the future
• Enables immediate transfer of lessons learned, by inviting other teams to observe the session

Requirements 
• Between 15 minutes to a half day, depending on scope of the project, immediately following the event
• A facilitator - usually one of the team members
• Participation by all who were involved in the ‘action’  

SEE ALSO:
T5. Learning-focused field visit guide for an end-to-end guide on how to make the most with interactions with key stakeholders, 
including conducting post-engagement reviews.

T4. After Action Review (AAR)

SOURCE:
NHS Knowledge 
Management Toolkit

https://kfh.libraryservices.nhs.uk/knowledge-management/km-goals-tools-and-techniques/
https://kfh.libraryservices.nhs.uk/knowledge-management/km-goals-tools-and-techniques/
https://kfh.libraryservices.nhs.uk/knowledge-management/km-goals-tools-and-techniques/
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1. Identify an upcoming “action” for review. The “action” can be any engagement you wish to 
learn from, from an internal strategy meeting, to an external workshop for partners and other 
stakeholders. 

2. Plan your review session. Convene the full implementation team, planning for 15 minutes to up 
to half a day depending on the scope of the engagement you are reviewing. Identify a facilitator 
to help guide the discussion. Opening the session to other teams who may benefit from your 
lessons learned will increase the value of the session. 

3. Download and follow the facilitation guide (link in sidebar). Follow the step by step instructions 
inside for how to conduct the review. 

4. Identify next steps to act on lessons learned. How does what you learned and discussed in 
the review impact upcoming work? What steps do you need to take to ensure you can put your 
learnings into action? 

How to implement
DEFINED LEARNING 
STRUCTURES 
How might we instill sound  
learning and knowledge 
sharing models and 
practices inside our complex, 
siloed and overextended 
organization?

ACCESS 
AFTER ACTION 
REVIEW TOOL

https://kfh.libraryservices.nhs.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/CS47408-HEE-LKS-Postcards.5.pdf
https://kfh.libraryservices.nhs.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/CS47408-HEE-LKS-Postcards.5.pdf
https://kfh.libraryservices.nhs.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/CS47408-HEE-LKS-Postcards.5.pdf
https://kfh.libraryservices.nhs.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/CS47408-HEE-LKS-Postcards.5.pdf
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WHICH SOLUTIONS CAN I IMPLEMENT IN MY ORGANIZATION?

DEFINED LEARNING 
STRUCTURES 
How might we instill sound  
learning and knowledge 
sharing models and 
practices inside our complex, 
siloed and overextended 
organization?

SOLUTION: 

Get systematic  
about lessons  
learned

SUGGESTED 
PARTICIPANTS:
Monitoring & Evaluation  
team, field-facing / 
technical teams 

SOURCE:
Adapted from  
One Acre Fund

Description
• A process guide for making the most out of interactions with key stakeholders (e.g.: partners, customers) during field visits or 

less formal touchpoints

Key features 
• Overall process guide
• Links to suggested tools and methods to use at each step along the way, including the insights capture tool and After Action 

Review

 
Value proposition
• Ensures that interactions with stakeholders are prepared in advance to maximise opportunity for learning
• Ensures that lessons learned are systematically captured and fed into existing or ongoing activities

Requirements 
• Blocked time to review learning agenda and prepare a learning-focused field visit or interaction with stakeholders  
• Incentives to drive behavior change by field teams or engagement teams
• The integration of emerging insights with ongoing decision making processes, such as program and product design or  

strategy reviews 

T5. Learning-focused field visit guide
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1. Identify an upcoming field visit or partner engagement to plan for. Before engaging with a 
partner or going on a field visit, follow the planning guidelines to define the “who”, “what”, 
“where” and “when”. Defining a specific purpose for this engagement or field visit will help you 
be intentional about what you want to learn and how you might accomplish this.

2. Capture findings. During and after your field visit / partner engagement, take the time to reflect 
on and capture insights from your trip. Consider how best to capture your insights to share with 
the team.

3. Debrief and disseminate. Find a time to reflect on your learnings with others from your team. 
How does what you learned impact activities planned for the future? Does it have implications 
for product / service design or strategy? 

How to implement
DEFINED LEARNING 
STRUCTURES 
How might we instill sound  
learning and knowledge 
sharing models and 
practices inside our complex, 
siloed and overextended 
organization?

ACCESS 
LEARNING-
FOCUSED 
FIELD VISIT 
GUIDE

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1WjM3BR3_AmkSmZ84w_OIOyyzEbwZbunE_BzaA0Gdvcg/edit#slide=id.g4ed1b2b06c_0_50
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1WjM3BR3_AmkSmZ84w_OIOyyzEbwZbunE_BzaA0Gdvcg/edit#slide=id.g4ed1b2b06c_0_50
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1WjM3BR3_AmkSmZ84w_OIOyyzEbwZbunE_BzaA0Gdvcg/edit#slide=id.g4ed1b2b06c_0_50
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1WjM3BR3_AmkSmZ84w_OIOyyzEbwZbunE_BzaA0Gdvcg/edit#slide=id.g4ed1b2b06c_0_50
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1WjM3BR3_AmkSmZ84w_OIOyyzEbwZbunE_BzaA0Gdvcg/edit#slide=id.g4ed1b2b06c_0_50
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1WjM3BR3_AmkSmZ84w_OIOyyzEbwZbunE_BzaA0Gdvcg/edit#slide=id.g4ed1b2b06c_0_50
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WHICH SOLUTIONS CAN I IMPLEMENT IN MY ORGANIZATION?

DEFINED LEARNING 
STRUCTURES 
How might we instill sound  
learning and knowledge 
sharing models and practices 
inside our complex, siloed and 
overextended organization?

SOLUTION: 

Get systematic  
about lessons  
learned

SUGGESTED 
PARTICIPANTS:
Monitoring & Evaluation  
team, field-facing /  
technical teams 

Description
• A digital tool to collaboratively capture and organize real time insights emerging from field trips, workshops, or other program 

engagements

Key features 
• Easy sorting and filtering of insights by tagging them to key variables (e.g.: date, partner, location, insight theme, etc.)
• Live collaboration by multiple contributors (through google.sheets) 
• Offline functionality for use in rural or areas with limited connectivity

 
Value proposition
• Enables real-time (or near real-time) insights capture while conducting program engagements such as field visits or during 

other touchpoints with clients or stakeholders
• Systematic capture and structuring of qualitative insights eases tracking and synthesis of emerging insights over time

Requirements 
• A process flow and a manager to (1) ensure data is entered consistently and systematically, (2) data is reviewed and cleaned 

on a regular basis, and (3) insights feed into ongoing learning activities
• Some training on the tool and google.sheets basics for staff to enter data properly  

T6. Insights capture tool

SOURCE:
Dalberg Design

SEE ALSO:
Instituting cultural practices to mainstream learning - “Time spent capturing and sharing knowledge needs to be recognized as ‘real 
work’.” Systematic capturing is one of the key indicators of success in building a knowledge sharing culture. See a full list of indicators 

of success in the World Bank Group’s resource “Becoming a Knowledge Sharing Organization” (15).

http://www.dalbergdesign.com/
https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/bitstream/handle/10986/25320/9781464809439.pdf?sequence=2&isAllowed=y
https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/bitstream/handle/10986/25320/9781464809439.pdf?sequence=2&isAllowed=y
https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/bitstream/handle/10986/25320/9781464809439.pdf?sequence=2&isAllowed=y
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1. Determine your use case. What data do you want to capture and why? What value will this tool add 
to your existing workflow? 

2. Customize the data fields and determine data norms. How does your data need to be structured - 
what tags or identifiers are necessary -  to achieve the objectives laid out in your use case? How do 
you define what to capture, and how? (See definitions tab in the tool for guidance)

• NB: It is not necessary to determine tags in advance of using the tool, and often it’s easier 
to create categories and tags after an initial session or two, once a set of insights has been 
amassed and cleaned up, to allow for more accurate categorization.  

3. Set up your workflow. Who will be in charge of data entry? How often / when should data be 
entered? When will it be reviewed and shared more broadly? How will collected insights feed into 
ongoing learning activities?

4. Test it out. Identify an upcoming opportunity to trial the tool. Schedule a debrief discussion to 
discuss what worked or didn’t work, and how it can be improved for the future.

How to implement
DEFINED LEARNING 
STRUCTURES 
How might we instill sound  
learning and knowledge 
sharing models and practices 
inside our complex, siloed and 
overextended organization?

ACCESS 
INSIGHTS 
CAPTURE TOOL

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/u/1/d/1GgBVk-6R556y-Iqpe9HtCwwPH8kThIWCIxWStf7yJKQ/edit?usp=drive_web&ouid=111839571993085649659
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/u/1/d/1GgBVk-6R556y-Iqpe9HtCwwPH8kThIWCIxWStf7yJKQ/edit?usp=drive_web&ouid=111839571993085649659
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/u/1/d/1GgBVk-6R556y-Iqpe9HtCwwPH8kThIWCIxWStf7yJKQ/edit?usp=drive_web&ouid=111839571993085649659
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/u/1/d/1GgBVk-6R556y-Iqpe9HtCwwPH8kThIWCIxWStf7yJKQ/edit?usp=drive_web&ouid=111839571993085649659
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WHICH SOLUTIONS CAN I IMPLEMENT IN MY ORGANIZATION?

T6. Insights capture tool  // Tool in action

TOOL USED - Insights capture tool

ORGANIZATION - AgDevCo Smallholder Development Unit (SDU)

COUNTRY - Global

USERS - Full team

WHY WE USED THE TOOL

One of the major learning engagements 
that the Smallholder Development Unit has 
with its partners is a bi-annual learning 
workshop - in which the SDU team, and 
many partners working across agricultural 
value chains come together to share 
insights about their challenges and lessons 
learned.

In order to capture the richness of 
discussion at the event - and in particular 
the insights shared by SDU’s partners - 
the workshop facilitation team piloted the 
insights capture tool to ensure insights and 
observations shared by partners during the 
workshop were captured, structured, and 
archived.

HOW WE USED IT

The SDU team assigned observers to 
the key sessions during the workshop. 
These observers participated in the 
group discussions, and listened out for 
key insights that were aligned with SDU 
learning questions. Because it is difficult 
to capture and tag insights correctly in real 
time, observers took notes in whatever 
format they felt comfortable with, and then 
took a bit of time at the end of each day to 
plug insights into the tool.

RESULTS

Having insights compiled in one spot helped 
SDU identify some key takeaways from the 
sessions. They turned this into a blog post 
to share what they are learning from their 
partners and other agribusinesses.

Having a database of insights and 
observations readily available makes it easy 
to include them in external communications 
content.

“I really like the format - the spreadsheet, the Google spreadsheet 
format, is really helpful and I had already been using this in our last 

workshop. I think it’s so much more helpful than the way we’ve normally 
done things of writing things out in long hand in a word document.”   

- AgDevCo SDU

https://www.agdevco.com/smallholder-development-unit.html
https://www.raflearning.org/post/harnessing-technology-work-for-africas-smallholder-farmers
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WHICH SOLUTIONS CAN I IMPLEMENT IN MY ORGANIZATION?

SOLUTION: 

Block dedicated 
time and 
resources for 
knowledge 
exchange

SOURCE:
IDH | The Sustainable 
Trade Initiative

CS4. Building a community of practice with IDH

Description
An approach to dedicating time and resources to communities of practice, which tackle key  
issues private sector partners struggle with or anticipate struggling with in the future. 

Context / Background
IDH leverages the interests and power of business to transform markets and address global 
sustainability challenges. They work across a set of commodities, and across thematic areas  
related to the pursuit of the sustainable development goals. By prototyping new cost-effective 
business models and convening public-private partnerships, IDH facilitates an enabling 
environment. They share learning and successes from multiple sectors and geographies and  
focus on creating change in thematic areas.

Approach
The Impact Lead is the key expert or advisor on his / her thematic area and is a “facilitator of 
learning”. Responsibilities include: 
• Facilitating reflection and knowledge sharing through regular working group calls /  

meetings and enabling cross-fertilization of learnings between thematic areas, as well  
as commodity programs and landscapes

• Driving innovation by working directly with private sector partners
• Identifying the most relevant key learning questions and topics that colleagues in different 

commodity programs and landscapes are struggling with and planning for how to address  
those through actionable research or other activities

• Surfacing and sharing relevant knowledge from outside the IDH ecosystem
• Providing strategic advice to the programs, reflecting on lessons learned from the past to 

further sharpen existing strategies and develop new strategies
The Theory of Change and intervention logic for each thematic area is reviewed and refreshed annually by bringing in data and 
intelligence for evidence-based decision making, to ensure it remains up to date. Then, key learning and innovation interventions 
are identified for the coming year. 

Value proposition
• Learning is driven by a direct need to understand a topic by colleagues within the group, or to solve a specific issue: “If 

colleagues don’t have a learning need, or a pain point, learning is impossible.”
• Structuring learning around a pain point or business problem helps keep things concrete, which is motivating to partners; 

there is a clear value-proposition for working with IDH
• An annual review of Theory of Change and intervention logic ensures that IDH is responsive to stakeholder needs, including 

the private sector, and that learning is action-oriented. The organisation of learning around cross-cutting thematic areas 
allows them to aggregate knowledge and distil key trends.

Requirements 
• The impact lead role must be “facilitator of learning”, not responsible for learning. They facilitate meetings, share and 

aggregate knowledge and make sure that working group members are up to date with what’s happening externally to IDH.
• Automatic membership to a working group, based on which impact theme staff member is working on.
• Success relies on the ability to speak partners’ language and to connect at the right level and with the right people within 

each partner organisation. It’s important to engage with a cross-section of the business in order to really understand key 
challenges that can be addressed through partnership.

SEE ALSO:
Developing formal 
learning KPIs and 
incentives - Community 

of Practice leads are one of the 
roles that the World Bank lists 
as being “commonly required to 
implement knowledge sharing 
activities.” The World Bank 
Group’s Roles & Responsibilities 
and Skills & Training from 
“Becoming a Knowledge 
Sharing Organization” provides 
a list of possible positions 
(31) with functions and roles 
that may be relevant for your 
organization to consider, as well 
as commonly required skills to 
consider incorporating into Job 
Descriptions when hiring  
new staff. (32)

DEFINED LEARNING 
STRUCTURES 
How might we instill sound  
learning and knowledge 
sharing models and 
practices inside our complex, 
siloed and overextended 
organization?

https://ssir.org/articles/entry/the_challenge_of_organizational_learning
https://www.idhsustainabletrade.com/
https://www.idhsustainabletrade.com/
https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/bitstream/handle/10986/25320/9781464809439.pdf?sequence=2&isAllowed=y
https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/bitstream/handle/10986/25320/9781464809439.pdf?sequence=2&isAllowed=y
https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/bitstream/handle/10986/25320/9781464809439.pdf?sequence=2&isAllowed=y
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SOLUTION: 

Block dedicated 
time and 
resources for 
knowledge 
exchange

SOURCE:
Adapted by Rural & 
Agriculural Finance 
Learning Lab

CS5. Building an internal innovation unit to solve business 
challenges

Description
An internal unit, made up of staff from across a department that dedicate a portion of their time to solving key bottlenecks or 
challenges that are escalated by front-line staff.

Context / Background
This case has been adapted from a real-world example in a leading investment management firm in Sub-Saharan Africa. The firm 
has built its reputation and brand on excellence in client service. This purpose (along with long-term fund performance) is widely 
shared via communication & marketing efforts, provides a cultural sense of what the firm values, and is embedded in all internal 
systems and processes to help drive staff behavior on a daily basis.

Approach
• Interaction with clients is done through a client service team (via call centre, email, or in 

person). Every interaction with a client is automatically captured in a Client Relationship 
Management (CRM) system. Client service staff tag interactions according to main topics 
discussed or issues raised and escalated to other departments if necessary.

• The Internal Innovation Unit is made up of client service staff, nominated by management based 
on performance. Any member of the client service department, including senior management, 
can escalate client feedback or business challenges to the Unit.

• Feedback and challenges are compiled in a central repository and are reviewed and discussed 
during regular Unit meetings. New items are prioritized according to criteria that assesses 
impact on client and feasibility of a solution in the near future versus longer term.

• Each Unit member is allocated to specific issues. They are tasked with gathering additional data 
on issues, defining scope of solutions, identifying other departments or teams that need to be 
part of solutions, and monitoring development of solutions. Updates are provided to the rest of 
the department on a regular basis via internal communication channels, to close the feedback loop.

Value proposition
• A flexible resource whose purpose is to challenge bottlenecks that may arise due to risk 

aversion or a legacy of compliance
• Serves as the interface between the client and decision makers; information flows from front-

line to decision makers rapidly, in an unfiltered way and in both directions
• Selection criteria drives agility by prioritizing quick fixes that can have high impact on clients
• Reinforces philosophy of shared leadership, which encourages everyone in the organization to 

be a source of influence and expertise
• Membership is based on performance, which reinforces incentive systems in the organization by 

rewarding both effective performance and change

Requirements 
• The Unit must be embedded in line operations, not isolated in a separate staff group
• Learnings from successful and unsuccessful experiments should be captured and applied with 

each new round, so that the organization’s capabilities are continuously improved
• A system that allows for the codifying of client interactions enables trend analysis, supports  

prioritization by Unit and decision-making by management
• High volumes during busy periods may affect internal unit’s ability to meet, since members are  

also front-line staff

SEE ALSO:
Instituting 
cultural practices 
to mainstream 

learning - “Embedded 
learning refers to training 
and learning that takes 
place during the workday 
and is embedded into staff 
daily routines and activities 
(Wood and McQuarrie, 
1999). Embedded learning 
approaches allow staff 
to safely experiment and 
use data to work through 
solutions to authentic 
and immediate work 
issues as part of a cycle of 
continuous improvement.” 
In ”Strategies for cultivating 
an organizational learning 
culture” the Urban Institute 
provides strategies 
for transitioning to an 
organizational learning 
culture. (9-12)

DEFINED LEARNING 
STRUCTURES 
How might we instill sound  
learning and knowledge 
sharing models and 
practices inside our complex, 
siloed and overextended 
organization?

Recognizing knowledge 
sharing as a valuable 
behavior that improves 
organizational performance 
in the core business is 
one of the key indicators 
of success in building a 
knowledge sharing culture. 
See a full list of indicators 
of success in the World 
Bank Group’s resource 
“Becoming a Knowledge 
Sharing Organization.”(15)

https://ssir.org/articles/entry/the_challenge_of_organizational_learning
https://www.urban.org/sites/default/files/publication/86191/strategies_for_cultivating_an_organizational_learning_culture_3.pdf
https://www.urban.org/sites/default/files/publication/86191/strategies_for_cultivating_an_organizational_learning_culture_3.pdf
https://www.urban.org/sites/default/files/publication/86191/strategies_for_cultivating_an_organizational_learning_culture_3.pdf
https://www.urban.org/sites/default/files/publication/86191/strategies_for_cultivating_an_organizational_learning_culture_3.pdf
https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/bitstream/handle/10986/25320/9781464809439.pdf?sequence=2&isAllowed=y
https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/bitstream/handle/10986/25320/9781464809439.pdf?sequence=2&isAllowed=y
https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/bitstream/handle/10986/25320/9781464809439.pdf?sequence=2&isAllowed=y
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DEFINED LEARNING 
STRUCTURES 
How might we instill sound  
learning and knowledge 
sharing models and 
practices inside our complex, 
siloed and overextended 
organization?

SUGGESTED 
PARTICIPANTS:
Senior management / 
leadership, Monitoring & 
Evaluation team, project 
owner(s), technical team 

Description
• A planning guide to set up a full-team learning sprint designed to transform emerging insights and learnings into useful 

knowledge products for external sharing and publication 

Key features 
• Planning process flow and key questions to consider at every step along the way 
• Tools - such as a learning activities calendar, facilitation tools, and an illustrative session agenda to support the planning 

process

Value proposition
• Drives emerging insights into one or more learning outcomes such as a case study or concept note that can be developed into 

an externally shareable asset 
• Facilitates real time knowledge exchange across the team through debate and discussion of the thematic topics presented

Requirements 
• Blocked time for the full team to actively participate in and contribute to the session 
• Resources for the team to travel to attend, especially for international teams
• Ample lead time to identify emerging themes to focus on in the sprint, and to develop relevant content as session inputs
• An internal or external facilitator deeply immersed in the content and familiar with existing work and ongoing projects 

to develop session content and inputs, and design activities to ensure the full team is engaged and contributing to the 
conversation 

T7. Learning outputs sprint

SEE ALSO:
The Hyper Island Toolkit for more resources on how to facilitate a dynamic and inclusive group session. 

SOLUTION: 

Block dedicated 
time and 
resources for 
knowledge 
exchange

SOURCE: 
Co-designed with Mercy 
Corps Agrifin Accelerate

Developing formal learning KPIs and incentives - “Knowledge sharing initiatives will not gain a foothold in an organization’s daily 
operations unless staff members are trained in how to participate in and benefit from knowledge sharing.” The World Bank Group’s resource 
“Becoming a Knowledge Sharing Organization” outlines considerations for different types of team roles & responsibilities (31) and typical 
skills required for learning (32), to be built into Job Descriptions and performance appraisals.

Instituting cultural practices to mainstream learning - “61 percent of organizations lacking resources considered lack of time the primary 
challenge for collecting and using data. [...] Leaders and managers expecting staff to integrate data use into their regular routines should 
have a plan for use and time allotted to engage in these activities. While data collection may occur within service delivery, time must be 
spent away from service delivery to analyze and interpret the data and think about solutions.” In ”Strategies for cultivating an organizational 
learning culture” the Urban Institute provides strategies for transitioning to an organizational learning culture. (9-12)

https://toolbox.hyperisland.com/
http://toolbox.hyperisland.com/
https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/bitstream/handle/10986/25320/9781464809439.pdf?sequence=2&isAllowed=y
https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/bitstream/handle/10986/25320/9781464809439.pdf?sequence=2&isAllowed=y
https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/bitstream/handle/10986/25320/9781464809439.pdf?sequence=2&isAllowed=y
https://www.urban.org/sites/default/files/publication/86191/strategies_for_cultivating_an_organizational_learning_culture_3.pdf
https://www.urban.org/sites/default/files/publication/86191/strategies_for_cultivating_an_organizational_learning_culture_3.pdf
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SEE ALSO:
Instituting cultural practices to mainstream learning - “Scheduling time to review relevant program data can help 
cultivate a learning culture. These sessions can occur one on one or in a group setting. Having these discussions in a 

group can maximize the opportunity to hear different perspectives on the same information and develop a more vibrant peer-
to-peer exchange.” In ”Strategies for cultivating an organizational learning culture” the Urban Institute provides strategies for 
transitioning to an organizational learning culture (9-12).

1. Determine thematic priorities. In the weeks leading up to the sprint, consider relevant themes 
based on emerging insights from program engagements, and demand from partners and / or 
other important stakeholders. Also consider learning products already in development that 
could benefit from a full team effort. 

2. Develop session inputs. Assign the facilitator(s) to develop the content and gather the evidence 
necessary to stimulate group discussion in the sprints. Also consider facilitation methods that 
will ensure the whole team is actively contributing. 

3. Implement the sprint to maximize full-team time. Develop an agenda and session activities  
that will maximize the collective knowledge in the room, and make progress towards the  
desired outputs. 

4. Feed outputs into ongoing learning activities. What are the next steps to continue development 
of the sprint outputs? How will these outputs align with future learning and implementation 
activities? Assign owners to ensure progress continues. 

How to implement
DEFINED LEARNING 
STRUCTURES 
How might we instill sound  
learning and knowledge 
sharing models and 
practices inside our complex, 
siloed and overextended 
organization?

ACCESS 
LEARNING 
OUTPUTS 
SPRINT TOOL

https://www.urban.org/sites/default/files/publication/86191/strategies_for_cultivating_an_organizational_learning_culture_3.pdf
https://www.urban.org/sites/default/files/publication/86191/strategies_for_cultivating_an_organizational_learning_culture_3.pdf
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1RUJ1Lv8Sc_yU8cE25UkEOsJ0Btkib0-4qK4587ptdF0/edit
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1RUJ1Lv8Sc_yU8cE25UkEOsJ0Btkib0-4qK4587ptdF0/edit
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1RUJ1Lv8Sc_yU8cE25UkEOsJ0Btkib0-4qK4587ptdF0/edit
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1RUJ1Lv8Sc_yU8cE25UkEOsJ0Btkib0-4qK4587ptdF0/edit
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1RUJ1Lv8Sc_yU8cE25UkEOsJ0Btkib0-4qK4587ptdF0/edit
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T7. Learning outputs sprint // Tool in action

TOOL USED - Learning outputs sprint

ORGANIZATION - Mercy Corps AgriFin Accelerate

COUNTRY - Kenya, Zambia, Tanzania

USERS - Program Director, MEL Director, in-country technical teams, MEL team

WHY WE USED THE TOOL

Mercy Corps’ AgriFin Accelerate applies a 
market facilitation model to catalyze the 
development of appropriate products and 
services for smallholder farmers. Over the 
course of the program, AFA has generated 
a large quantity of insights and raw 
datasets through numerous engagements 
with a diverse set of ecosystem actors. 
Synthesizing these emerging insights and 
translating them into useful external content 
for AFA’s key audiences is highly resource 
intensive.

With support from the Busara Center 
and the RAF Learning Lab, AFA piloted a 
Learning Outputs Sprint - a process for 
bringing the full team together in a learning 
sprint to convert emerging insights into 
external content for key audiences.

HOW WE USED IT
AFA engaged with an external facilitator 
to guide the learning sprint session, and 
convened the full team from across three 
program countries for a one-day workshop 
in Nairobi. The first Sprint focused on 
introducing this new process and testing 
out facilitation techniques and activities that 
could prompt contributions from the full 
team. 

To ensure active participation from all 
members of the team, part of the learning 
sprint was anchored to a topic that was sure 
to spark a lively debate. Team members 
contributed insights from their work to the 
debate, which (1) acted as an experiential 
learning exercise on effective knowledge 
sharing, (2) resulted in an actionable output 
(i.e.: a common vocabulary that will be 
used to guide their work on the topic going 
forward) and, (3) identified key constraints 
and capabilities for the team to address in 
the ensuing months.

RESULTS
Blocking time on a regular basis is an 
effective way to “decentralize” learning 
so that it does not become the sole 
responsibility of the Monitoring, Evaluation 
and Learning staff. The AFA team was 
able to generate ideas on how to improve 
internal learning processes and build 
support mechanisms for staff (ie: training) to 
produce content and knowledge products for 
key audiences. 

This first Sprint helped mitigate some of 
the pressure felt by AFA’s technical team 
to produce learning outputs while also 
managing multiple engagements with 
partners. AFA reported that this first sprint 
helped build confidence across the team 
about the learning process, and set the 
stage for future sessions which will focus 
on collaborative production of content and 
external knowledge outputs.

http://mercycorpsafa.org/
https://rootcapital.org/
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INTUITIVE  
KNOWLEDGE 
PROCESSES 
How might we get better 
at learning and knowledge 
sharing across our programs 
over time in a simple, obvious 
and efficient way?

SOLUTION: 

Codify 
knowledge 
sharing 
processes

SUGGESTED 
PARTICIPANTS:
Senior Management / 
Leadership, Monitoring & 
Evaluation team, project 
owner(s), technical team 

SOURCE:
Dalberg Design

Description
• A worksheet template to map knowledge and information flows across functions within an organization

Key features 
• Template includes basic structure to show team functions and relationship between them, and relationships to customers and 

other external entities 

 
Value proposition
• Creates a common understanding across teams of how different functions share information and knowledge resources
• Helps identify gaps and opportunities for improving knowledge flow across teams 

Requirements 
• Individuals from across functions to tap collective knowledge to complete the map 

SEE ALSO:
T1. Learning alignment sprint for context on how mapping knowledge flows is an important step towards improving learning 
processes.

T8. Knowledge flow mapping

http://www.dalbergdesign.com/
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1. Map your team / organization’s knowledge flow system(s). Drawing on the collective knowledge of 
the group, add as much detail as you can: 
• Label the main functions / teams 
• Identify the main knowledge resources owned or used by various teams 
• Label the information flows between functions / teams

2. Identify high points and pain points. Where are there challenges or gaps in information flow 
between teams? Where are there untapped sources of collective knowledge, or opportunities to 
improve knowledge sharing across teams? 

3. Summarize improvement opportunities. Looking across the high points and pain points you 
identified, what opportunities emerge for improving the flow of knowledge? Utilize learning 
provocations for inspiration.

4. Brainstorm and prioritize solutions 
ideas. Jump to the “How Might We” 
activity for step by step guidance on 
how to develop and prioritize solution 
ideas within the opportunity areas you 
identified with the knowledge flow 
map.

How to implement
INTUITIVE  
KNOWLEDGE 
PROCESSES 
How might we get better 
at learning and knowledge 
sharing across our programs 
over time in a simple, obvious 
and efficient way?

ACCESS 
KNOWLEDGE 
FLOW 
MAPPING TOOL

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1oWLr54_ewzRHnUJJrhSByeKw5fZls5kUblwbKYPdylw/edit
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/163xn635qo7d05FUqyqa3N6AzGmQHASvFQkvEJnca3tE/edit
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/163xn635qo7d05FUqyqa3N6AzGmQHASvFQkvEJnca3tE/edit
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/163xn635qo7d05FUqyqa3N6AzGmQHASvFQkvEJnca3tE/edit
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/163xn635qo7d05FUqyqa3N6AzGmQHASvFQkvEJnca3tE/edit
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/163xn635qo7d05FUqyqa3N6AzGmQHASvFQkvEJnca3tE/edit
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SOLUTION: 

Codify 
knowledge 
sharing 
processes

SUGGESTED 
PARTICIPANTS:
Monitoring & Evaluation  
team, project owner(s), 
technical team

SOURCE:
Co-designed with 
AgDevCo’s Smallholder 
Development Unit

Description
• A set of guidelines to introduce digital tools into existing workflows, in order to unlock faster, richer knowledge exchange from 

field teams to headquarters, in both directions

Key features 
• Guidelines to introduce digital tools into existing workflows and detailed process instructions for how to use new tools to 

achieve desired outcomes
• Assessment of existing tech platforms, functionality and features  

 
Value proposition
• Accelerated flow of learning and insights from clients, partners, and field-based teams 
• Improved engagement between groups and teams to drive a culture of collaboration and sharing
• Impactful stories are captured through rich media (e.g.: videos & pictures) documentation
• Enables real-time feedback and requests for follow up to dive deeper into on-the-ground observations 

Requirements 
• A smartphone or other device for participants 
• A workflow designed to minimize behavior change to ensure uptake of new platform or processes
• Incentives to drive uptake of new platforms or processes
• An internal champion to drive continual engagement on the platform 

SEE ALSO:
Instituting cultural practices to mainstream learning - Having systems, platforms, and processes that “foster systematic 
knowledge sharing” and “are actively used by the members of the organization” is one of the key indicators of success in building a 

knowledge sharing culture. See a full list of indicators of success in the World Bank Group’s resource “Becoming a Knowledge Sharing 
Organization.” (15)

T9. Digital knowledge exchange
INTUITIVE 
KNOWLEDGE 
PROCESSES 
How might we get better 
at learning and knowledge 
sharing across our programs 
over time in a simple, obvious 
and efficient way?

https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/bitstream/handle/10986/25320/9781464809439.pdf?sequence=2&isAllowed=y
https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/bitstream/handle/10986/25320/9781464809439.pdf?sequence=2&isAllowed=y
https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/bitstream/handle/10986/25320/9781464809439.pdf?sequence=2&isAllowed=y
https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/bitstream/handle/10986/25320/9781464809439.pdf?sequence=2&isAllowed=y
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1. Determine your use case. What knowledge flow challenges do you wish to solve? What digital 
tool or protocol will enable you to address this gap?

2. Develop a refined workflow that introduces digital tools to address knowledge sharing gaps.

3. Select digital tools to trial. Consider the necessary feature sets you need to support your use 
case, and how new digital tools would integrate with existing platforms  
and workflows.

4. Socialize and test the proposed workflow. Meet and discuss with 
target users to gain buy-in and feedback on the new approach, and 
identify an opportunity to test and refine the workflow. 

5. Operationalize the new workflow. How can the workflow be 
systematically extended across teams and existing activities? How 
might we further refine the process to ensure added value to the 
team and wide scale adoption?

SEE ALSO:
T8. Knowledge flow mapping for guidance on how to map knowledge flows across teams, as a starting point to identify gaps 
and opportunities for improved workflows.

How to implement
INTUITIVE 
KNOWLEDGE 
PROCESSES 
How might we get better 
at learning and knowledge 
sharing across our programs 
over time in a simple, obvious 
and efficient way?

ACCESS 
DIGITAL 
KNOWLEDGE 
EXCHANGE 
TOOL

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1hLH6uEzo9lPuCV15yNsbLvdfTTEZt7ATzLWukcicPgs/edit
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1hLH6uEzo9lPuCV15yNsbLvdfTTEZt7ATzLWukcicPgs/edit
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1hLH6uEzo9lPuCV15yNsbLvdfTTEZt7ATzLWukcicPgs/edit
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1hLH6uEzo9lPuCV15yNsbLvdfTTEZt7ATzLWukcicPgs/edit
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1hLH6uEzo9lPuCV15yNsbLvdfTTEZt7ATzLWukcicPgs/edit
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1hLH6uEzo9lPuCV15yNsbLvdfTTEZt7ATzLWukcicPgs/edit
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Description
• An overview of the process to conceptualize and develop a publication-ready case study, including key activities, questions to 

answer and inputs / outputs along each stage. It helps make explicit what resources will be needed to complete the process.

Key features 
• Activities mapped to key questions, inputs and outputs, and project management considerations along the way

 
Value proposition
• Enables higher quality insights due to the participatory nature of process
• Supports resource planning 
• Creates clarity across teams about requirements and expected outputs at each step in the process

Requirements 
• Integration into ongoing learning activities, in order to tap learnings as they emerge from across a diverse program portfolio 

and to build learning products over time 
• Participation from the right team members at the right time to ensure the case study benefits from collective knowledge  

from across the team  

SEE ALSO:
CS6. Agile MEL with AFA to learn about developing an incremental process for synthesizing and developing insights over time.

T10. Case study development blueprint
INTUITIVE  
KNOWLEDGE 
PROCESSES 
How might we get better 
at learning and knowledge 
sharing across our programs 
over time in a simple, obvious 
and efficient way?

SOLUTION: 

Codify 
knowledge 
sharing 
processes

SUGGESTED 
PARTICIPANTS:
Project owner(s) 

SOURCE:
Co-designed with Mercy 
Corps Agrifin Accelerate

SEE ALSO:
T7. Learning outputs sprint for guidelines on bringing the right people together at the right time to develop learning outputs. 

T11. Influence strategy for guidelines on the who, what, and how for knowledge dissemination to support organizational objectives.

http://mercycorpsafa.org/
http://mercycorpsafa.org/
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1. Identify an opportunity to convene team members to talk about roles and responsibilities for 
case study development.

2. Consider the inputs required at each step along the way. What inputs does your team have at 
their disposal? Where are there gaps that may require additional work and support?  

3. Consider how this process maps to ongoing learning activities. How does this process integrate 
with existing processes to identify and synthesize emerging program insights? When is the right 
time for team members to focus on case study development?  (see T6. Learning outputs sprint)

4. Assign roles and responsibilities. How do the case study development activities map onto the 
team’s existing skills and capabilities? Who can own which parts of the process? Who should 
provide cross-cutting support? 

SEE ALSO:
Getting systematic about lessons learned - “Should organizations outsource knowledge and learning to service providers? 
“Some tasks are easier and more appropriate to outsource than others.For example, [...] packaging content into learning 

materials require specific technical skills and may be too costly to perform in-house unless the organization has reached a certain 
size and maturity.” The World Bank’s resource “Becoming a Knowledge Sharing Organization” offers some guidance on which 
functions and tasks should be conducted in-house, versus those that can potentially be outsourced. (30-31)

How to implement
INTUITIVE  
KNOWLEDGE 
PROCESSES 
How might we get better 
at learning and knowledge 
sharing across our programs 
over time in a simple, obvious 
and efficient way?

ACCESS 
CASE STUDY 
DEVELOPMENT 
BLUEPRINT

https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/bitstream/handle/10986/25320/9781464809439.pdf?sequence=2&isAllowed=y
https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/bitstream/handle/10986/25320/9781464809439.pdf?sequence=2&isAllowed=y
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/11r7tZByTPdfH4vf4WfbNcmNyJ2_A95EVCSMLOCXpNsU/edit
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/11r7tZByTPdfH4vf4WfbNcmNyJ2_A95EVCSMLOCXpNsU/edit
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/11r7tZByTPdfH4vf4WfbNcmNyJ2_A95EVCSMLOCXpNsU/edit
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/11r7tZByTPdfH4vf4WfbNcmNyJ2_A95EVCSMLOCXpNsU/edit
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/11r7tZByTPdfH4vf4WfbNcmNyJ2_A95EVCSMLOCXpNsU/edit
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Description
• Guidelines to define the who, what and how for knowledge dissemination to support an organization’s business objectives or 

Theory of Change

Key features 
• Step-by-step guide to defining and prioritizing the key stakeholder groups to influence, the communications format that will 

be most engaging and compelling, and how best to reach key audiences / influencers (i.e.: through a specific medium or 
channel)

 
Value proposition
• Bridges the gap between generating analysis or research and taking action on the ground which will produce desired change 

or impact
• End-to-end process that starts with definition of objectives and key stakeholders and ends with an updated communications 

plan

Requirements 
• Time set aside by an individual, or facilitated session with multiple members of a program team or department
• Clarity on program or organizational objectives 
• Preparation work to identify and define external stakeholders which may be necessary to influence, in order to achieve 

business objectives or Theory of Change
• Public resources and online research to build example organograms for specific organizations that are being targeted
• Time spent interviewing external stakeholders in order to identify the right content, format, and dissemination channels to 

engage key audiences / influencers 

T11. Influence strategy
INTUITIVE  
KNOWLEDGE 
PROCESSES 
How might we get better 
at learning and knowledge 
sharing across our programs 
over time in a simple, obvious 
and efficient way?

SOLUTION: 

Codify 
knowledge 
sharing 
processes
SUGGESTED 
PARTICIPANTS:
Senior Management 
/ Leadership, 
Communications / 
Marketing staff

SOURCE:
Rural & Agricultural 
Finance Learning Lab
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1. Plan your influence strategy development session. Plan for at least half a day, or block time 
over several days, to work through the step-by-step guide. This can be done individually or in a 
group setting.

2. Consider the inputs required at each step along the way. Certain inputs, such as organizational 
objectives or Theory of Change, will need to be in place before being able to develop an influence 
strategy.

3. Develop stakeholder archetypes. Reflect on the different stakeholders you are seeking to 
influence. For each priority stakeholder, determine why you want to influence them and what 
motivates their decision-making.

4. Develop decision-maker profiles. Reflect on specific decision-makers you want to influence and 
determine how you can influence them.

5. Develop ideas on content, format and channels to reach priority decision makers. Identify 
appropriate content for audience, determine formats most likely to be used and pinpoint 
channels to meet audience where they are.

6. Put your influence strategy into action. Define your communications vision and fill in the 
communications framework, and identify specific activities to influence priority decision makers.

How to implement
INTUITIVE  
KNOWLEDGE 
PROCESSES 
How might we get better 
at learning and knowledge 
sharing across our programs 
over time in a simple, obvious 
and efficient way?

ACCESS 
INFLUENCE 
STRATEGY 
TOOL

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1-JXAxftYa5Tvi2hEX6Vg2h6slYrogvFlBIO3OHuyXlA/edit
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1-JXAxftYa5Tvi2hEX6Vg2h6slYrogvFlBIO3OHuyXlA/edit
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1-JXAxftYa5Tvi2hEX6Vg2h6slYrogvFlBIO3OHuyXlA/edit
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1-JXAxftYa5Tvi2hEX6Vg2h6slYrogvFlBIO3OHuyXlA/edit
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1-JXAxftYa5Tvi2hEX6Vg2h6slYrogvFlBIO3OHuyXlA/edit
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SOLUTION: 

Build learning 
incrementally 
and nimbly

SOURCE:
Mercy Corps AgriFin 
Accelerate

CS6. Agile Monitoring, Evaluation and Learning with Mercy 
Corps AgriFin Accelerate 

Description
An incremental process to synthesize learnings as they emerge from across a diverse program 
portfolio, and build learning products over time. 

Context / Background
The AgriFin Accelerate program at Mercy Corps supports a wide variety of programs across 
three markets in East Africa. In the early years of the program, the team was largely focused on 
mobilizing resources, building relationships and communities of practice across geographies, 
and implementing or facilitating support via direct partner engagements. By year three, program 
investments began to yield results, but the team was challenged to distill key learnings as they 
emerged across a wide variety of projects and themes such as youth, women, and digital technology. 
To address this challenge, the team developed an agile approach to MEL.

Approach
• In order to shift to an agile MEL model, the team first did a refresh of learning themes and 

questions to get up to date with current thinking. 
• They then mapped out existing meetings and periodic processes dedicated to learning 

discussions and activities, to ensure learning conversations were happening on a regular basis 
and with participation from the right members of the team. 

• The MEL team also introduced new dedicated MEL meetings, and piloted post-engagement 
review sessions to allow for dedicated deep dives into particular learning topics and emerging findings. 

• The team input these topics / findings into external learning engagements including publications, periodic workshops, 
and their Annual Learning Event, as opportunities to disseminate emerging findings externally to a broader ecosystem of 
practitioners, and calibrate internal insights with broader sector trends. 

• This agile approach was mapped to the existing team structure, where the MEL team is responsible for implementing the 
process and act as custodians of the tools / processes, and the technical team members are primary content contributors.

Value proposition
• Integration of learning activities into ongoing program work 
• Participatory nature of content generation improves quality of insights
• Iterative nature of content generation allows for easier adaptation to different contexts / stakeholders as per dissemination 

strategy
• High frequency of meetings enables the emergence of cross-cutting themes or similarities between a diverse set of 

engagements / partnerships

Requirements
• Resources to build capabilities in data analysis and other technical skills that may not be present in the team
• Potentially significant up-front time investment to establish tools that can effectively support agile approach to learning (e.g.: 

question guides, frameworks, facilitation guides, insights dashboard, etc.)
• Learning discussions that are carefully and intentionally structured, to avoid focusing on status updates
• Staff bandwidth - and incentives - to contribute to learning discussions
• Incentives for teams to participate that avoid focusing on outputs only, but rather culture and rhythm of learning

SEE ALSO:
Establishing guiding 
frameworks for 
learning - “If we 

understand knowledge 
sharing as a tool that is 
integrated into a project 
or process with the goal 
of improving it, then the 
success of the project or 
process serves as a proxy 
for the success of the 
knowledge sharing practices 
it employed.” The World 
Bank’s resource “Becoming 
a Knowledge Sharing 
Organization” outlines a set 
of indicators for measuring 
knowledge sharing success. 
(109-110)

INTUITIVE
KNOWLEDGE
PROCESSES 
How might we get better 
at learning and knowledge 
sharing across our programs 
over time in a simple, obvious 
and efficient way?

https://ssir.org/articles/entry/the_challenge_of_organizational_learning
http://mercycorpsafa.org/
http://mercycorpsafa.org/
https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/bitstream/handle/10986/25320/9781464809439.pdf?sequence=2&isAllowed=y
https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/bitstream/handle/10986/25320/9781464809439.pdf?sequence=2&isAllowed=y
https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/bitstream/handle/10986/25320/9781464809439.pdf?sequence=2&isAllowed=y
https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/bitstream/handle/10986/25320/9781464809439.pdf?sequence=2&isAllowed=y
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SOLUTION: 

Build learning 
incrimentally 
and nimbly

SOURCE:
The Consultative Group 
to Assist the Poor 
(CGAP)

CS7. Creating a living reference deck with CGAP

Description
Living documents on specific themes for internal key client groups, and managed by a “topic expert” to ensure they are updated on 
a regular basis.

Context / background
CGAP strives to take an additive approach to learning, and ensure that individuals and teams can build on - and add value to - the 
work of teams from across the organization. Last year, CGAP began a pilot of a new tool - Internal Reference Decks - used for 
disseminating key thematic learnings across the organization.

Approach
• Internal reference decks are developed on CGAP’s four key client groups — women, youth, migrants and forcibly displaced 

people (FDP), and rural and smallholder households — by topic experts
• Decks include references to key papers, organisations to follow, top data points, key questions to tackle, and how CGAP 

approaches the topic. While there is no set template for the decks to allow for creativity from deck to deck, all decks include a 
page on key data points and key publications.

• Topic experts are responsible for keeping the reference deck up to date on the internal Sharepoint drive.

Value proposition
• Tool aggregates most up-to-date knowledge internally, which enables internal audiences to get up to speed quickly on new or 

unfamiliar topics and cite credible data
• Supports / enables consistency in key external messages when used as a reference for external publications, or as the basis 

for talking points
• Ensures that knowledge held by individual topic experts can be captured and shared throughout the organization 

Requirements
• A process to keep reference decks updated to ensure they reflect the latest current thinking on various topics
• A defined process or set of requirements for sharing the decks with a wider audience
• System for tracking internal usage to help inform future updates to content and format

INTUITIVE  
KNOWLEDGE 
PROCESSES 
How might we get better 
at learning and knowledge 
sharing across our programs 
over time in a simple, obvious 
and efficient way?

SEE ALSO:
Instituting cultural practices to mainstream learning - Having systems, platforms, and processes that “foster systematic knowledge 
sharing” and “are actively used by the members of the organization” is one of the key indicators of success in building a knowledge 

sharing culture. See a full list of indicators of success in the World Bank Group’s resource  “Becoming a Knowledge Sharing Organization” 
(15).

https://ssir.org/articles/entry/the_challenge_of_organizational_learning
https://www.cgap.org/
https://www.cgap.org/
https://www.cgap.org/
https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/bitstream/handle/10986/25320/9781464809439.pdf?sequence=2&isAllowed=y
https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/bitstream/handle/10986/25320/9781464809439.pdf?sequence=2&isAllowed=y
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SEE ALSO:
Establishing guiding frameworks for learning - “If we understand knowledge sharing as a tool that is integrated into a project or 
process with the goal of improving it, then the success of the project or process serves as a proxy for the success of the knowledge 

sharing practices it employed.” The World Bank’s resource “Becoming a Knowledge Sharing Organization” outlines a set of indicators for 
measuring knowledge sharing success. (109-110)

Description
• A tool to define how the work you do now informs what you do next. It provides a high-level perspective on how implementing 

change can be broken down into a gradual process of iterative cycles.

Key features 
• A framework for working across an entire intervention cycle, in order to learn from results and outputs, and ensure lessons 

learned and ideas for improvement are continually evaluated and put into practice

 
Value proposition
• Evaluates whether your organization actually learns from its experiences (both success and failure) and is improving 

continuously
• Helps understand the different phases involved when trying to implement an idea or solution
• Helps teams understand what to do next by reflecting on the process involved

Requirements 
• Can be done alone or in small groups, on a regular basis
• Integration into ongoing activities or business operations 

T12. Learning Loop
INTUITIVE 
KNOWLEDGE 
PROCESSES 
How might we get better 
at learning and knowledge 
sharing across our programs 
over time in a simple, obvious 
and efficient way?

SOLUTION: 

Build learning 
incrementally  
and nimbly

SUGGESTED 
PARTICIPANTS:
Monitoring & Evaluation 
team, project owner(s), 
technical team 

SOURCE:
DIY Toolkit

https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/bitstream/handle/10986/25320/9781464809439.pdf?sequence=2&isAllowed=y
https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/bitstream/handle/10986/25320/9781464809439.pdf?sequence=2&isAllowed=y
https://diytoolkit.org/
https://diytoolkit.org/
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1. Identify a point during a project to complete the learning loop using the template (link in 
sidebar). 

2. Use the template provided to make notes in each of the four quadrants. There is no strict start 
or end to this process - you could use the worksheet to plan a new project or make notes on a 
current project. Use the following questions to guide thinking at each step:  

a. Collect stories and insights: What are you learning / hearing from clients / partners / team 
members?

b. Prioritize feedback and solutions: Which feedback and solutions should be prioritized? How 
should these solutions be implemented?

c. Track indicators and progress: Keep notes on progress, including successes, failures, 
challenges and unforeseen setbacks.

d. Review outputs and impact: Assess outputs and impact of solutions (see T4. After Action 
Review for a dedicated protocol for assessing outputs and impact), plan next steps by starting 
the loop over.

SEE ALSO:
CS5. Building an internal innovation unit to solve business challenges to learn about a similar method in action.

SEE ALSO:
T4. After Action Review for a simple protocol for reviewing engagement outputs and results.

How to implement
INTUITIVE 
KNOWLEDGE 
PROCESSES 
How might we get better 
at learning and knowledge 
sharing across our programs 
over time in a simple, obvious 
and efficient way?

ACCESS 
LEARNING 
LOOP TOOL

https://diytoolkit.org/tools/learning-loop/
https://diytoolkit.org/tools/learning-loop/
https://diytoolkit.org/tools/learning-loop/
https://diytoolkit.org/tools/learning-loop/
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There is much debate about defining 
the terms that make up the dialogue on 
learning. What we seek to establish by 
laying out a set of terms in this playbook 
is not to craft exhaustive definitions, but 
rather to offer a common vocabulary 
and create a shared understanding 
to enable meaningful dialogue on the 
subject of “learning” within the context 
of organizational learning and knowledge 
sharing most resonant to the purpose of 
this playbook.

The terms “learning” and “knowledge” 
vary widely by context. Certain terms, 
such as “data,” “information,” and 
“knowledge,”  are fundamental concepts 
in the canon of library and information 
science, historically codified as part of 
a now intensely debated “knowledge 
hierarchy.” Other terms, such as 
“insights” are newer terms that have 
become meaningful in market research 
and design settings. 

Learning - Learning is the process of acquiring knowledge or skills. Intentional learning means 
having goals to direct that process, and systems to help turn learning into action in a way 
consistent with organizational objectives. Intentional learning can enable action for improvement 
at the strategic, programmatic, and operational levels, and thus is a pillar of high performance. 

Operational learning - Operational learning captures learning at the procedural level, in which 
one learns the step-by-step - or “know-how” - of completing a process. This know-how is 
captured as routines, such as filling out entry forms, operating a piece of machinery, or updating a 
dashboard.  Operational learning should be incorporated as updates or improvements to existing 
routines.4 

Conceptual learning - Conceptual learning captures the thinking or “know-why” of how things are 
done in the first place. Conceptual learning can challenge the very nature of prevailing conditions, 
procedures, or concepts, and lead to new frameworks or mental models. The new frameworks, 
in turn, can open up opportunities for improvement through reframing a problem in radically 
different ways.5 

Learning terms  
and definitions

• At the individual level: At the individual level, learning occurs through 
experience and interpretation of events within the organization.1

• At the group or team level: Joint learning amongst members of a team 
involves integration, such as arriving at a common understanding of a 
program-related challenge. Collaborative methods to create dialogue and 
collective thinking are typical in group learning.2

• At the organizational level: Organizational learning leads to institutionalization 
of individual or group actions. If deemed successful, the one-time actions 
developed at the group level can be turned into regular, standardized 
mechanisms through which the organization addresses recurring challenges. 
At this level, learning becomes fully embedded in the organization.3  
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Learning organization - A learning organization is one that is 
skilled in acquiring and transferring knowledge, and changes 
intentionally as the organization acquires experience. It is not 
enough for employees to acquire new working knowledge of the 
topic; to be effective, new knowledge must lead to action. When 
companies can both generate and generalize (implement or take 
action on ideas generated) new knowledge and ideas, they have 
strong learning organizations.6 

Knowledge - Knowledge is the ultimate outcome of learning, and 
results when human experience and insight is applied to data and 
information. Knowledge tends to be more complex than information 
or data and can encompass “know-what” (knowledge of facts) 
“know-how” (knowing in the sense of processes or routines) and 
“know-why” (understanding how, when, or why an action occurs).7 
Because of its experiential origin, knowledge tends to originate 
within an individual person, and thus the externalization of 
knowledge for sharing with others is a critical part of organizational 
knowledge management. In business or organizational context, 
knowledge provides value when it is actionable and embedded in 
operations, processes, or routines.8 The European Committee for 
Standardization’s official “Guide to Good Practice in Knowledge 
Management” says: “Knowledge is the combination of data 
and information, to which is added expert opinion, skills and 
experience, to result in a valuable asset which can be used to aid 
decision making.”9 

 
     

Forms of knowledge & knowledge conversion

Tacit knowledge - This is the knowledge of know-how and know-why 
that experts possess, that can be difficult to articulate and externalize 
through person-to-person interaction or through documentation. 
Tacit knowledge that resides in the human mind can sometimes be 
called human capital, and is a key resource that requires knowledge 
management to effectively mobilize. Tacit knowledge can be shared 
directly with others through a process of socialization, or shared 
experiences and practice with others, such as through apprenticeship 
(i.e.: individuals learn through observation, imitation, and hands-on 
experience.)10 

Externalization - The process of converting tacit knowledge into 
explicit knowledge. When tacit knowledge is made explicit, knowledge 
is crystallized, which allows it to be shared by others, and it becomes 
the basis of new knowledge. This is a difficult process because tacit 
knowledge is often difficult to articulate. The tools of this conversion 
use different metaphors, analogues, concepts, hypotheses and 
models.11 

Implicit knowledge - Implicit knowledge is knowledge crystallized 
through personal experience and easy to articulate, which can be 
but has not yet been externalized or captured and documented for 
sharing with others across an organization. 

Knowledge capture - The process of converting the knowledge or 
experience that resides in the mind of an individual into an explicit 
representation such as a knowledge asset. Knowledge can be 
captured in print, electronic forms, and multimedia12 and in formats 
such as how-to guides, case studies, lessons-learned reports, and 
best practices.  

Explicit knowledge - Explicit knowledge is the externalized 
knowledge that can be contained in, for example, textbooks, manuals, 
documents, procedures, case studies, and how-to videos.13 
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Knowledge management - Knowledge Management is the discipline 
which promotes an integrated approach to collecting, developing, and 
spreading knowledge assets - including databases, policies, procedures, 
and tacit knowledge and expertise - to enable organizational learning.14 
Because people are often the primary knowledge repository within an 
organization, Knowledge Management is also seen as the management 
of human capital (tacit or implicit knowledge that resides in the human 
mind), to ensure knowledge is accessible to others at the right time. 
Knowledge Management seeks to unlock the creation, sharing, and 
application of knowledge to create and / or sustain organizational value.15 
And while Knowledge Management relies on people, processes, and 
technology to function, people is by far the most important of the three 
pillars. 

Knowledge sharing - Knowledge sharing is a subset of Knowledge 
Management that encompasses the exchange of knowledge within and 
across organizations. Although it can be one-directional, knowledge 
sharing can also be a two-way or multi-directional exchange in which 
the parties learn from each other.16 Knowledge can be shared through 
an internal system or database in the case of explicit knowledge that 
is documented and archived, but because most knowledge is retained 
by people in the form of tacit or implicit knowledge, people-to-people 
knowledge sharing through peer assists, interviews, speaking events, 
apprenticeships, or informally through conversation, is often considered 
most effective. 
   
Knowledge asset - Knowledge assets are the central element needed 
for learning.  Knowledge assets are often captured on media such as 
books, reports, digital documents, or rich media such as video and 
audio recordings. Typically short and learner-oriented, a knowledge 
asset captures and presents key lessons learned from an operational 
or programmatic experience and provides decision-making support 
for a particular challenge. The story it presents ideally follows a 
standardized format— tracing the problem, actions, results, lessons, 
and recommendations—that makes the asset a self-contained lesson. It 
should be validated in a peer-review process and formatted with metadata, 

allowing it to be found within a larger knowledge repository.17  

Knowledge product (aka: Learning product) - A knowledge 
product is a product derived from multiple knowledge assets, 
typically created for an external audience. Given its public 
nature, a knowledge product typically has has a higher level of 
resolution and storytelling than a knowledge asset. Knowledge 
products can include publications, presentations, or case studies 
and are meant to engage and influence an intended audience, 
and typically are developed with an influence strategy in mind.

1 Janus, Becoming a Knowledge-Sharing Organization, 93.
2 Idem.
3 Daniel H. Kim. “The Difference between Individual and Organizational Learning.” MIT Sloan 
Management Review, vol. 35, no. 1, (Fall 1993).
4 Arthur K. Yeung et al. Organizational Learning Capability: Generating and generalizing ideas with 
impact. (New York: Oxford University Press, 1999).
5 Idem.
6 Yeung et al., Organizational Learning Capability, 615.
7 Anthony Liew. “Understanding Information, Knowledge And Their Inter-Relationships.” Journal 
of Knowledge Management Practice, vol. 8, no. 2, (June 2007).
8 Alex Bennet and David Bennet. “The Partnership Between Organizational Learning and 
Knowledge Management.” Handbook on Knowledge Management 1, (Berlin: Heidelberg, 2004) 
439 - 454.
9 Weinberger, David. “The Problem with the Data-Information-Knowledge-Wisdom Hierarchy.” 
Harvard Business Review: 02 February 2010, https://hbr.org/2010/02/data-is-to-info-as-info-is-
not.
10 Mohamad Noorman Masrek and Nurul Zaki Mohd Zainol. “The relationship between knowledge 
conversion abilities and academic performance.” Procedia - Social and Behavioral Sciences, vol. 
174, (12 February 2015), 3603 – 3610.
11 Idem.
12 Janus, Becoming a Knowledge-Sharing Organization, 179.
13 Ibid., 178.
14 Ibid., 180.
15 Liew, “Understanding Information”.
16 Janus, Becoming a Knowledge-Sharing Organization, 180.
17 Ibid., 179.
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